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Foreword

The detailed overview of the activities (research, organising research, education, 
and development of teaching materials) performed within the framework of the 
TÁMOP project with the title Future Internet Research, Services and Technol-
ogy (FIRST) cannot be the objective of this publication. Instead of us, let the 
articles and papers, the submitted patents, the teaching materials speak and all 
those documents which we produced during the project. Our closing publica-
tion is a summary of our work which provides help in overviewing the results we 
achieved. Besides the Faculty of Informatics of the University of Debrecen, the 
Inter-University Centre for Telecommunications and Informatics, the Institute 
of Nuclear Research of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and the National In-
formation Infrastructure Development Institute belong to the consortium.
When the tender was submitted, we articulated our general objectives in the 
following way:

“In close cooperation with our partners in the Future Internet research 
our aim is to promote the extension of the Internet. We wish to contribute 
to surmounting the existing technological barriers and to extending the 
potentials of the application of the Internet. Based on this idea we aim to 
develop the informatics training in the tertiary education and we wish to 
establish a coordinating research centre which will promote national and 
international cooperation.”

We performed our research activities in the form of thematic subprojects. The 
justification of this idea is well reflected by the reports of the subprojects as well, 
since research communities, workshops came into being which did their work 
in a well-defined field. With the establishment of the Future Internet Research 
Coordination Center – FIRCC – we undertook a national coordinating role. The 
foundation of the Future Internet Research Platform ensures the long-term har-
monization of research and development in the given field nationwide. FIRCC 
has made remarkable progress in building relationships between international 
organizations which deal with Future Internet research. The expansion of our 
network is an important result of both of our research activities and of our re-
search organizing activities. Relying on this, we have initiated new projects and 
we have established the basis for further Future Internet researches.
 
       János Sztrik
 Head of Research
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1. alprojekt:

Jöv  Internet elméleti alapjai 
Alprojektvezet : Prof. Dr. Peth  Attila 

Az alprojekt szakmai munkája szerteágazó. Abban három konzorciumi tag: a DE, az 
MTA Atomki és az ETIK kutatócsoportjai vesznek részt. A struktúrát tovább bonyolít-
ja, hogy a DE részér l is három szervezeti egység, az IK Számítógéptudományi Tan-
szék, Alkalmazott Matematika és Valószín ségszámítás Tanszék, valamint a TTK El-
méleti Fizikai Tanszék kutatói dolgoznak benne. A heterogén kutatói és tematikai 
összetétel ellenére a kutatócsoport eredményesen m ködik. 

Nemzetközi kapcsolataink intenzívebbé váltak. Négy hazai nemzetközi konferencia 
szervezésében vettünk részt közvetlenül; a kutatók évente átlagosan két nemzetközi 
konferencián vettek részt el adással; és számos külföldi szakember – német, osztrák, 
olasz, japán, taivani, román - látogatott Debrecenbe. 

A projekt forrásainak hatékony felhasználását mutatja az is, hogy két résztvev , 
Halász Gábor és Vaszil György megszerezte az MTA doktora címet; Huszti Andrea 
beadta a habilitációs értekezését; Csehi András, Halász Veronika, Heged s László és 
Hornyák István pedig megindította a PhD tudományos fokozat szerzési eljárást. 

Az alprojektben folyó kutatómunkát három téma köré csoportosítottuk. Formáli-
san a kutatókat is beosztottuk a csoportokba, a gyakorlatban azonban sokszor témá-
kon átível  kutatások is folynak. Az egyes témakörökben elért legfontosabb eredmé-
nyek: 

1.1. Adatok védelme, kriptográfia  

Vezet : Prof. Dr. Peth  Attila 

Részletesen elemeztünk egy 2012-ben H. Yosh által publikált kulcscsere protokollt, 
amelynek biztonsága diofantikus egyenletek megoldhatóságának nehézségén alapszik. 
Megmutattuk, hogy a protokoll nem biztonságos véges testek feletti egyenleteket al-
kalmazva. Klasszikus diofantikus egyenletek megválaszthatók azonban úgy, hogy a 
protokoll biztonságos legyen. Sikerült olyan paraméterválasztást találnunk, amely a 
nyilvános kulcs méretét drasztikusan csökkentette, de a biztonságot nem érintette. Az 
új protokoll a nyilvános és titkos paramétereket tekintve már versenyképes a kvan-
tumalgoritmusokkal szemben rezisztens kulcscsere algoritmusok között. 

Vizsgálatokat folytattunk a bilineáris párosításokat alkalmazó mixnet biztonsági 
kérdéseit illet en. Terveztünk egy olyan mixnetet, mely lehet vé teszi tetsz leges 
hosszúságú üzenetek továbbítását, illetve garantálja, hogy az anonim küld nek vála-

 Subproject 1: 

Theoretical Foundation
of Future Internet

Subproject Leader: Attila Pethő 

The work of this subproject is very diversified. Research groups of three consor-
tium members – UD, MTA Atomki and ETIK - participats here. Moreover from 
the side of UD, collegues from three departments: Computer Science, Applied 
Mathematics and Probability Theory from the Faculty of Informatics as well as 
Theoretical Physics from the Faculty of Science are represented. Despite this 
heterogenety our research group does good job.
Through this project our international relations became more intensive. We 
participated directly in the organisation of four international conferences; our 
collegues gave talks yearly at least two international scientificc conferences; 
and several scientists from e.g. Germany, Austria, Italy, Japan, Taivan and Ro-
mania visited Debrecen for shorter or longer time.
The effective usage of the sources of the project proves that two members, Gábor 
Halász and György Vaszil became doctor of the HAS, Andrea Huszti started her 
habilitation, finally András Csehi, Veronika Halász, László Hegedűs és István 
Hornyák started the process to get PhD.
The scientific work of our subproject is grouped around three topics. The mem-
bers belong formally to these groups, but there were several investigations be-
tween the groups. We present the most important scientific achivements by 
these groups.  

1.1 Data seccurity and cryptography
Leader: Attila Pethő

We gave a detailed security analysis of a key exchange protocol introdused by 
H. Yosh in 2012, which is based on the hardness of computing solutions of dio-
phantine equations. We proved that this protocol is not secure over finite fields. 
However for classical diophantine equations the parameters can be chosen such 
that the protocol is secure. We presented such choices of the parameters, which 
decreased the size of the public key drastically, but does not affect the seecurity. 

Our new protocol seems to be resistant against quantum algorithms.
We investigated security aspects of mixnets, which are based on bilinear pair-
ing. Based on it a new mixnet was developed, which is capable to send messag-
es of arbitrary length and guaranties the answer of the anonim sender [2]. We 
worked out the theoretical bases of a pseudorandom number generator, which 
produces numbers with Gaussian distribution. This has applications in lattice 
based encryption, which playes an role important in quantum resistant cryp-
tography. Tamás Herendi dealt with pseudorandom number generators over 
the residue class rings modulo 2s. Together with his PhD student Sándor Roland 
Major prepared its FPGA implementation and submitted a patent [3]. We devel-
oped a new encryption method for the Dömösi cryptosystem, which is based on 
the so called Gluskov multiplication of automata. 
The main focus of the research group in MTA Atomki (Dr. Károly Pál és Dr. 
Tamás Vértesi) is to exploit quantum non-local effects in so-called device-in-
dependent quantum information protocols. That is, our aim is to devise novel 
quantum information applications, where the users do not have to rely on the 
inner working of their devices. Below are listed our main results in this research 
field:
We characterized quantum nonlocality under local dimension constraints via a 
complete hierarchy of semidefinite programming relaxations (SDP). Our meth-
od enables to witness dimension of multipartite quantum system in a device-
independent manner (that is, the devices are treated as boxes regardless of their 
actual inner working).
Using a photonic setup, we devise and experimentally certify entangled meas-
urements using only input-output measurement statistics. These type of meas-
urements play a central role in many quantum information tasks such as quan-
tum teleportation.
We developed the so-called SWAP method, which allows us to estimate physi-
cal properties of quantum information protocols from observed statistics only. 
To this end, we generate a formula for the SWAP operator using the algebraic 
relations between the elements of the model and then implement it to copy the 
black box system to a quantum device whose physics we trust. We find that the 
SWAP tool provides results orders of magnitude better than previously-known 
techniques.
We developed methods based on linear programming to derive Bell inequali-
ties having some specific properties. This way we have created three-party two-
setting two-outcome Bell inequalities maximally violated by the W state, and 
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only by the W state. These inequalities, in the framework of the SWAP method, 
made it possible to work out a robust procedure for self-testing of the W state in 
a device-independent manner. We have demonstrated on several examples that 
the procedure is appropriate for self-testing of other states as well, whenever 
Bell inequalities maximally violated by those states are available. 
We have also used linear programming to construct Bell inequalities whose 
violation may be observed using detectors of lower efficiency. As photon detec-
tors are still quite inefficient, such inequalities may be useful for closing the so-
called detection loophole, and also in practical applications of quantum infor-
mation technology. We have developed methods based on linear programming 
to derive Bell inequalities having some specific properties. We have derived 
several three- and more-party inequalities with low critical detector efficien-
cies, requiring different quantum states. We could generalize some of those nu-
merically constructed inequalities for any number of parties and any number of 
measurement settings. This enabled us to give an upper bound for the minimum 
of the critical detector efficiency as a function of these variables. We have con-
structed another family of inequalities whose optimum state is the multipartite 
GHZ state, independent of the detector efficiency. Although the critical efficien-
cies for this family are somewhat less impressive, probably this family is more 
important from a practical point of view: the state is easier to prepare, the meas-
urement settings are well separated and the noise tolerance is much better.

References
[1] N. Hirata-Kohno and A. Pethő, “On a key exchange protocol based on Dio-

phantine equations”, Infocommunications journal, 5, 17—21, 2013.
[2] A. Huszti, “Multi-Vendor PayWord with Payment Approval”, Proceedings 

of the 2013 International Conference on Security and Management, CSREA 
Press, 2013, pp. 265—271.

[3] Herendi Tamás, Major Sándor Roland, “Véletlenszámgenerátorok 
előállításának hardveres gyorsítása”, Szabadalmi bejelentés, előkészületben, 
2014.

[4] M. Navascués, G. de la Torre, and T. Vértesi, “Characterization of quantum 
correlations with local dimension constraints and its device-independent 
applications,” Phys. Rev. X 4, 011011, 2014.

[5] K. F. Pál, T. Vértesi, and M. Navascués, “Device-independent tomography of 
multipartite quantum states”, Phys. Rev. A 90, xxxxxx, 2014. [in press]

1.2 Theoretical foundation of large networks
Leader: Tamás Mihálydeák 

This research group worked on four different topics, therefore we present the 
results of them separately. In the group dealing with rough sets and their appli-
cations in computer science was leaded by Tamás Mihálydeák and contained the 
following researchers: Dr. László Aszalós, Dr. Zoltán Csajbók, Dr. György Vaszil 
and Tamás Kádek, Participant from foreign countries: Davide Ciucci, Milan.
Rough sets and the different possibilities of their applications were in the center 
of the investigation of the group. The importance of investigation is the follow-
ing: decisions concerning a property of an individual object made on the basis 
of a given amount of information (i.e. in the case of an information system/da-
tabase) have direct influence for objects which are indiscernible from the given 
one. From the theoretical and practical point of view the situation becomes 
more complicated if our database is not total. The further importance of their 
investigation is in the fact that we have total databases (which do not involve 
NULL fields) very rarely.
Their results are the followings:
The generalization of theory of rough sets worked out by Pawlak: After precise 
definition of general approximation spaces they showed the properties of gen-
eral (generalized) approximation spaces. They investigated how the general 
properties of lower and upper approximation functions change the behavior of 
approximation spaces. After analyzing the possibilities of fuzzyfication of ap-
proximation spaces the found some approximation pairs which can fuzzyficate 
the spaces. They achieved some general results concerning the connections 
os exactness, definability and roughness. They applied general approximation 
spaces to represent medical data correctly. 
Logical investigations relying on general approximation spaces: Set theory is 
the semantic basis of classical logical systems. In the most general form the 
main question was the following: What happens with the logical laws if the logi-
cal semantics relies on the different systems of rough sets (instead of the clas-
sical notion of sets)? If we have a database/information system as background 
knowledge, then which inferences remain logically valid? The first step was the 
investigation concerning the possibility of a first-order logical system relying 
on the general theory of rough sets. In order to get a positive answer partiality 
had to be permitted necessarily. So we had to give up the principle of tertium 
non datur (the principle of excluded middle). The new logical systems are three 
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valued or partial three valued. The investigation of behavior of these system is 
a huge task (and there was no enough time to finish it). After showing the most 
fundamental properties (as modus ponens and modus tollens) the behavior of 
quantifications (existential and universal) were in the focus. The most impor-
tant inferences containing quantified propositions (the first figure of Aristotle’s 
syllogism) were investigated in order to get sufficient conditions of their valid-
ity. They analyzed partial fuzzy logical systems relying on different membership 
(optimistic, pessimistic and average). There is a big problem of applications of 
fuzzy logical systems: we have to suppose that fuzzy functions which character-
ize fuzzy sets are given in advance. In the case of finite universe the problem can 
be solved by using general approximation spaces. Generated partial fuzzy func-
tions open a way before logical semantics which relies fuzzy functions on not 
only in abstract sense but taking into consideration given information/back-
ground knowledge.
László Aszalós pointed out a very important computer science application: sets 
appearing as the results of correlation clustering are useful as the base sets of 
general approximation spaces. The importance of his investigation is that we 
can approximate not only sets but objects by base sets. 
The research of György Vaszil concentrated on the so called chemical para-
digm of computation, and on certain abstract computational models based on 
the chemical paradigm: membrane systems, or P systems. The computational 
models based on these principles are interesting because they might provide a 
theoretical basis for the new interaction model necessary to describe the novel 
types of network architectures for Future Internet applications. As a typical re-
search direction, with Péter Battyányi, they studied the possibilities of describ-
ing membrane systems with tools, such as the so called “higher order chemical 
language”. They showed how to use the Gamma formalism of J. P. Banatre to 
specify certain types of membrane system computations.
Concerning P systems, his research was carried out in broad national and inter-
national cooperation. With Erzsébet Csuhaj-Varjú (Eötvös Loránd University, 
Budapest) they studied several types of P automata and their cooperating, dis-
tributed variants. Some of the typical results of this research can be found in the 
article [5]. In this work they examined the relationship of P automata and cer-
tain types of counter machines using restricted workspace (restricted counter 
machine acceptors, RCMA).
The research of Benedek Nagy focusing on unconventional automata included 
the exploration of the relationship of these models with other types of uncon-

ventional computational devices. An interesting results in this respect can be 
found in [6], where they showed that finite automata and pushdown automata 
using translucent letters, a model introduced with Friedrich Otto (University 
of Kassel, Germany), can be efficiently used for the description of rational and 
context-free trace languages, which are languages used for the specification of 
the behavior of parallel computations, computational processes.
A number of practical applications have been found for correlation clustering 
since its introduction in 2004. As shown in our experiments, typically there in 
not only one unique solution for a problem, therefore it is worth to combine these 
solutions. This idea led to rough clustering, where the lower and upper approxi-
mation sets of the objects are given based on several solutions of the correlation 
problem. By using this method, we constructed the rough classification. These 
algorithms are universal, but we also used them for specific tasks. The cluster-
ing of the natural numbers, based on relative prime property brought a surpris-
ing result, and carefully examining this problem a few more general result were 
obtained. We applied our methods to solve correlation clustering problems for 
data from real life. As the correlation clustering is an NP-hard problem, at prac-
tical tasks only the approximation gives a near-optimal solution. Previously we 
implemented several methods for dense graphs, and they can be used for sparse 
graphs, too; however it is an ineffective solution. Therefore, we implemented a 
variant of the YSMF data structure that speeds up the calculation for the sparse 
graphs, and based on the experiments on this implementation, conjectures 
were formulated for large sparse graphs. We continued the development, and 
using these methods we are able to generate the near optimal solution for sparse 
graphs with 3000 nodes, while previously our limit was dense graphs with 500 
nodes.
The group of ETIK, leaded by Károly Simon achieved the following results: Two 
random graph models are considered which belong to the class of Apollonian 
networks, one is called High dimensional random apollonian network (RAN), 
the other is Evolutionary apollonian network (EAN). These random graphs 
evolve in discrete time, and they share properties with real-life networks. In our 
work we showed that the asymptotic degree distribution of d-dimensional RAN 
can be similarly determined as that of the 2 dimensional one, and we also deter-
mined this distribution in case of a modified version of EAN. This latter result 
made precise one idea of Zhang and his co-authors, and we showed that the cor-
responding RAN and EAN graphs have the same asymptotic degree distribution. 
We investigated an Internet network model in the absence of congestion control. 
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We consider the queue length processes of data-flows on directed graphs. The 
evolution of queue lengths is supposed to be Markovian with state-dependent 
transition rates. The ergodicity of the process and the efficiency of the network 
are studied. We prove the achievable efficiency limit in a stable network without 
any congestion control for very general conditions, given some constraints on 
the input rates of incoming flows. Moreover, we show that even for cyclic net-
works, which usually cause severe instability in networks, an upper bound for 
the loss of efficiency can be given independently of the size of the network un-
der tail dropping buffer management policy. Our results demonstrate that with 
a proper setting of access rates of incoming flows the congestion collapse of the 
Internet can be avoided even without congestion control.
Károly Simon Júlia Komjáthy, Péter Móra and Sándor Molnár compared the 
large deviation spectra of the TCP Cubic to the same spectra of TCP Reno. Their 
calculations verify and quantify the bursty behavior of the traffic. This bursty 
behavior is one of the reasons for long queues in TCP traffic.  We pointed out 
that the bursty behavior is much more common in the case of Reno TCP. The 
research paper containing their results is under preparation. 
Albert László Barabási introduced a model that explains the bursty nature of 
many human driven actions. In this model one person executes various tasks 
based on the priority of these tasks. In our research on the one hand, we have 
improved Vazquez’s earlier analytic results on this field.  On the other hand, we 
have generalized the decision rule used in the original Barabási paper and we 
investigated the existence of stationary state in this generalized model. Further 
we investigated the time spent on the list by a task. 
Marianna Bolla investigated the spectral characterization of generalized ran-
dom graphs, corresponding to the multiclass extensions of the classical Erdős-
Rényi model. She proved that the normalized spectrum and spectral subspaces 
of the random graph sequences obeying this model converge in the sense of the 
notions of László Lovász and his coauthors. Her investigations were extended 
to the biclustering of the rows and columns of contingency tables such that the 
clusters show homogeneous behavior with respect to each other (for example, 
characteristic groups of genes or conditions in microarrays). We proved rela-
tions between the multiway cut, characterizing this property, and the SVD of 
the normalized table, see the following paper.
István Kolossváry and Júlia Komjáthy investigated the length of the short-
est path between two randomly chosen vertices in an inhomogeneous random 
graph model. The model, introduced by Bollobás, Janson and Riordan, can be 

considered as a generalization of the well-known Erdős-Rényi random graph. 
Each node is assigned a type from some set and edges are drawn independently 
of each other, where the probability of connecting two vertices depends on the 
types of the nodes. The Erdős-Rényi graph is retrieved when every vertex has 
the same type. Each edge independently of each other is given an exponentially 
distributed random edge weight.
The main result is that this model also satisfies the small world property. Fur-
thermore, after proper normalization the number of edges on this path satisfies 
a Central Limit Theorem and the weight of the path also converges to a random 
variable. This variable can be derived from a branching process, which arises 
naturally when exploring the neighborhood a vertex.

References
[1] J Komjáthy, K Simon, L Vágó, “A generalization of Barabási priority model 

of human dynamics”, preprint, 2014+.
[1] M. Bolla, “Modularity spectra, eigen-subspaces and structure of weighted 

graphs”, European Journal of Combinatorics, 35, 105-116, 2014.
[2] Mihálydeák Tamás, Csajbók Zoltán Ernő, “On the Membrane Computa-

tions in the Presence of Membrane Boundaries”, Journal of Automata Lan-
guages and Combinatorics 19, pp. 227-238, 2014.

[3] Mihálydeák Tamás, “Aristotle’s Syllogisms in Logical Semantics Relying 
on Optimistic, Average and Pessimistic Membership Functions”, Lecture 
Notes In Computer Science 8536: pp. 59-70, 2014. Rough Sets and Current 
Trends in Soft Computing. Madrid, Spanyolország: 2014.07.09-2014.07.13. 

[4] E. Csuhaj-Varjú, Gy. Vaszil, “P automata with restricted power”. Interna-
tional Journal of Foundations of Computer Science, 25(4) 391-408.

[5] B. Nagy, F. Otto, “Deterministic pushdown-CD-systems of stateless deter-
ministic R(1)-automata”. Acta Informatica, 50(4) 229-255, 2013.

[6] S. Akiyama, L. Aszalós, L. Hajdu, and A. Pethő, “Correlation clustering of 
graphs and integers”, Infocommunications Journal, to appear 2014.
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1.3 Molecular switches
Leader: Ágnes Vibók

Participants of this group: Ágnes Vibók, professor; Gábor Halász, associate 
professor; András Csehi, assistant Sándor Borbély assistant professor, Babes 
Bolyai University; Aurelie Perveaux, Ph.D student, University of Montpellier II. 
Montpellier, Franciaország (1 week from January 6).
In our work related to molecular switches, our primary aim was to systemati-
cally investigate the switching properties of quinoline compounds. The effect of 
several functional groups on the potential energy surfaces, excitation energies, 
oscillator strengths and dipole moments have been studied. Our efforts were 
successful, since plenty of switching characteristics have been explored for the 
above-mentioned quinoline systems:
All the studied molecules possess two stable, well separated minima on the 
ground state potential energy surface. These stable isomers, constituting the 
terminal points of the considered microscopic reaction paths, exhibit well dis-
tinguishable vertical excitation spectra. Transition dipole moments between 
the ground and first excited states turned out to be reasonably large in the ma-
jority of the compounds, while in some cases only indirect excitation was pos-
sible.
According to the potential energy profiles of the ground and first excited states 
(along the mentioned reaction paths) it was found that the ground state energy 
curves of carbxyboryl and carboxycyanide substituted systems (at the crane po-
sition) are significantly lifted around the perpendicular twist.
We could show that amide groups attached to the frame part have minor effect 
on the switching properties, they cause only a slight shift in the energies (< 0.1 
eV). We were able to optimize conical intersections (a crucial characteristic for 
switch systems) in all of the molecules near the 90 degree twists.
Based on the potential energy profiles, we demonstrated that four of the car-
boxamide, carbxyboryl and carboxycyanide systems are switchable in one di-
rection, and the rest in both directions through the point of CIs. The methyl and 
amino compounds were shown to possess all the required switching features, 
thus they are promising candidates for information-storage systems. Our re-
sults are based on reliable high-level electronic structure models (MP2, CC2, 
CASSCF).

References
[1] A. Csehi, C. Woywod, G. J. Halász, Á. Vibók, “Ab initio studies of two pyri-

midine derivatives as possible photo-switch systems”. Cent. Eur. J. Phys., 
2013.

[2] G. J. Halász, A. Perveaux, B. Lasorne, M. A. Robb, F. Gatti and Á. Vibók, “Co-
herence revival during the attosecond electronic and nuclear quantum pho-
todynamics of the ozone molecule”. Phys. Rev. A, 88, 023425, 2013.

[3] A. Csehi, L. Illés, G. J. Halász, and Á. Vibók, “The effect of chemical substitu-
ents on the functionality of a molecular switch system: a theoretical study of 
several quinoline compounds”, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys, 15, 18048, 2013. 

[4] G. J. Halász, Á. Vibók, N. Moiseyev and L. S. Cederbaum, “Nuclear wave pack-
et quantum interference in the intense laser dissociation of the D_{2}^{+} 
molecule”, Phys. Rev. A, 88, 043413, 2013.

[5] G. J. Halász, A. Csehi, Á. Vibók and L. S. Cederbaum, “The Influence of 
Light-Induced Conical Intersection on the Photodissociation Dynamics 
of D$_{2}^{+}$ from Single Vibrational Levels”. J. Phys. Chem. A. dx.doi.
org/10.1021/jp504889e 2014.
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2. alprojekt:

Hálózatok modellezése és analízise 
Alprojektvezet : Prof. Dr. Sztrik János  

Az alprojekt kutatási témakörei szerteágazóak mind a matematikai modellalkotás, 
mind a forgalmi analízis terén. Közös célként az internet jelenlegi architektúrájából 
ered  kihívásokra kerestük azokat a válaszokat, amelyek hozzájárulhatnak a jöv  in-
ternetének fejl déséhez. 

Az els  téma az infokommunikációs hálózatok modellezésével foglalkozik. A kuta-
tás során sikeresen alkalmaztunk véges forrású sorbanállási modelleket többek között 
mobil- és szenzorhálózati problémákra. Emellett modelleket alkottuk hanyatló szociá-
lis hálózatokban történ  információterjedés vizsgálatára.  

A második témán dolgozó kutatócsoport a valósidej  médiaszolgáltatások min -
ségvizsgálatának fontosságát felismerve az objektív és szubjektív min ségérzet közötti 
korrelációt vizsgálta és az eredmények alapján új objektív módszereket dolgozott ki a 
felhasználói min ségérzet (QoE) automatizált vizsgálatához.  

A harmadik téma kutatói többek között sorbanállási modelleket vizsgáltak, vala-
mint kidolgoztak egy számítási klaszterek ütemezési feladatainak vizsgálatára alkal-
mas modellt. A csoport kutatásokat végzett továbbá a másodlagos frekvenciabérlés 
területén, és kidolgozott egy sémát a bérlés során történ  együttm ködésre.  

A negyedik kutatócsoport diszkriminatív processzor megosztáson alapuló model-
lekkel és többesadást támogató hálózati eljárásokkal foglalkozott. A projekt keretén 
belül megvizsgáltak egy olyan DPS modellt, amely magában foglalja a sávszélesség 
részesedésre vonatkozó fels  korlátokat, valamint elemeztek egy fundamentálisan új 
megközelítést a többesküldéshez kapcsolódó kihívások szempontjából, amely a Bloom 
sz r kön alapul és forrás útvonalválasztást használ. A fentieken kívül hatékony tech-
nikákat dolgoztak ki a komplex hálózatok navigációs képességének befolyásolására.  

Az alprojekt munkájához kapcsolódóan az elmúlt két évben egy hazai és egy nem-
zetközi workshop-ot rendeztünk, emellett rendszeresen tartottunk szemináriumokat, 
melyeken kutatóink lehet séget kaptak az eredmények helyi bemutatására, megvita-
tására. Az elért eredményeket a szakterületükön kiemelked  nemzetközi folyóiratok-
ban és konferenciákon publikáltuk. A kutatásba hét (PhD és egyetemi) hallgató kap-
csolódott be, akik aktívan hozzájárultak a kutatócsoportok munkájához, eredményei-
hez. Tapasztalataink szerint a projektben való részvétel kedvez en befolyásolta a hall-
gatók egyetemi továbbtanulási céljait (részvétel mester és PhD képzésben). Eredmé-
nyes és hosszú távon is m köd képes szakmai együttm ködéseket alakítottunk ki 
egyetemi és ipari partnereinkkel. 

 Subproject 2: 

Modelling and Analysis of  
Future Internet Networks

Subproject Leader: János Sztrik 

Research topics of the subproject cover a wide spectrum of mathematical mod-
elling and traffic analysis. As a common goal we searched answers for the chal-
lenges derived from the architecture of today’s Internet to contribute to its evo-
lution towards the Internet of the future.
First topic focuses on the modelling of infocommunication networks. We suc-
cessfully applied finite source queuing models for various issues related to mo-
bile and sensor networks. Besides this work we modelled information spreading 
in declining social networks. 
Research group of the second topic, recognizing the importance of the objective 
evaluation of the quality of real-time media services, investigated the correla-
tion of the objective and subjective quality. Based on the results, they elaborated 
novel objective methods for the automated assessment of perceptive quality 
(QoE). 
Researchers of the third topic investigated queuing models and developed a 
model for the examination of scheduling tasks in computational clusters, among 
other results. The group carried out research in the field of secondary spectrum 
renting and proposed a scheme for the cooperation in the renting process. 
Fourth research team worked on Discriminatory Processor Sharing models and 
information dissemination in multicast communications. In this project they 
investigated DPS models which incorporate access rate limitations in a band-
width economical manner and revised the idea of in-packet Bloom filters and 
source routing. Furthermore, the group explored effective techniques for influ-
encing the navigability of real world networks.
Relating to the work of the subproject we organized a national and an interna-
tional workshop and regularly gave seminars in which our researchers had the 
opportunity to locally represent and discuss the results. Achievements and re-
sults are presented in high quality international journals and conferences. We 
involved seven (PhD and master) students to the research, who actively con-
tributed to the work and the results of our research groups.  Based on our experi-

ences we found that the project membership influenced our students to enhance 
their studies to master and PhD levels. We set up productive and maintainable 
co-operations with our academic and industrial partners. 
Recently, our colleagues successfully applied for personal scientific grants: one 
Szentágothai János Experienced Researcher Grant, two Magyary Zoltán Post-
doctoral Grants and one Cross-Border Doctoral Grant. Two of our colleagues 
got the doctoral candidate status. For four researchers, the project membership 
contributed to the preparation of their habilitations. 

2.1. Modeling and Performance Evaluation of Networks
Leader: János Sztrik

Now we present briefly the results achieved during the project:
We proposed a new finite-source retrial queueing model to consider spectrum 
renting in mobile cellular networks [1]. The retrial queue incorporates neces-
sary ingredients such as a variable number servers which are switched on and 
off in groups, a finite number of subscribers, their impatience, and a queue for 
the outbound service. We presented a novel way to take into account the renting 
fee, which can be used to fine-tune the operation of the spectrum renting pro-
cedure. Numerical results showed that, at high loads, it had been still desirable 
to initiate a spectrum renting request, even if no discount was offered by the 
frequency bands’ owners.
We’ve studied the radio frequency (RF) transmission in wireless sensor net-
works. A new finite source retrial queueing model was introduced in order to 
calculate the most important system performance characteristics (e.g. mean 
waiting time, mean number of requests waiting for transmission). The sen-
sors formed the “sources” and the RF unit represented the “service station” 
of the queueing model. The sensors were classified according to their working 
purposes: The first class was the “Emergency” class, which was responsible to 
notify special emergency situations (e.g. fire alarms). The second class was the 
“Standard” class, which performed the measurement of standard environmen-
tal data (e.g. humidity, temperature). The RF unit might enter into energy sav-
ing (or “sleeping”) working mode in order to spare energy and have longer bat-
tery life. The RF communication was stopped in the sleeping mode. Concerning 
the “wake up” mechanism from the energy saving mode we differentiated two 
cases and created two models to compare their steady-state system perform-
ance measures: In the first model the RF transmission possibility was available 
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randomly for the sensor nodes (Non Controlled case). In the second model the 
RF transmission requests coming from the emergency class were able to access 
the wireless channel immediately (Controlled case) (see [2], [4]). 
The performance of radio frequency licensing could be increased by the idea 
of the cognitive radio. Licensed users (Primary Users - PUs) and normal users 
(Secondary Users - SUs) were considered. The main idea was, that the SUs were 
able to access to the available non-licensed radio frequencies. Queueing theory 
could be successfully applied to analyze this problem. A finite source queueing 
model was introduced with two (non-independent) frequency bands. A service 
unit with a priority queue and a service unit with an orbit were assigned to the 
PUs and SUs, respectively. The users were classified into two classes: the PUs 
had got a licensed frequency. The SUs had got a frequency band too, but it suf-
fered from the overloading. We performed numerical calculations to investigate 
the behavior the cognitive radio. 
We introduced a finite source retrial queueing model to investigate the perform-
ance measures of a cognitive infocommunication system subject to random 
network communication breakdowns. The sources of the queueing model rep-
resented the communication entities, which were divided into two classes: The 
first class was the class of “Intelligent sources”, where the source entity was able 
to get information about the state of the network environment, and so they were 
able to retry the started request in the case of special communication problems. 
The second class was the “Normal sources” (e.g. sensors), where the source en-
tity started the network communication, but was not able to sense the state of 
the network environment, so it was unable to retry the transmission in the case 
of special problems or errors. A novel Markovian model was constructed focus-
ing on the question how the breakdowns of the communication network influ-
ence the system’s performance assuming that the service can be in 3 different 
states, fully operational, limited operation, broken offering different communi-
cation capabilities to the “Sources”. The main interest of the present paper was 
to investigate the main steady-state performance measures of the system [3]. 
The structure of online social networks and the information spreading on these 
networks have been studied. Our work can be divided into two phases. We de-
veloped different algorithms to generate scale-free networks with tunable topo-
logical properties such as degree-distribution, average degree, clustering, aver-
age shortest path length, etc. We used them to create a model of online social 
networks in their declining phase or the effect of cliques to the structure of so-
cial networks. On the networks produced in the previous phase have been sub-

jected to analysis of information spreading by cellular automata simulations. 
We have studied the effect of different kind of declining scenarios to the speed 
of information spreading. We developed a spreading model, which takes into ac-
count the possible inactivity of agents and then we improved it to handle the 
heterogeneous inactivity of agents [5].
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2.2. Online analysis of QoS/QoE in high speed networks
Leader: Péter Orosz

Primary focus of our research group is the evaluation of media service quality in 
IP networks. Lack of QoS/QoE correlation in some cases renders the objective 
evaluation of a service difficult. There is no any broadly accepted, universal QoE 
assessment method based on objective metrics, which provides a good approxi-
mation of the perceptive quality. Monitoring service quality from endpoint to 
endpoint is not an easily automated task, even from the research aspect it is a 
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serious challenge to establish an objective method replacing the analysis based 
on subjective quality perception.  
In this project we elaborated new QoE assessment methods for evaluating serv-
ice quality of VoIP, IPTV and mobile voice. In order to determine the directions, 
we performed laboratory evaluation of some critical media traffic types. We in-
vestigated the effect of network perturbation (packet delay, jitter, loss and reor-
dering) on services that integrates new generation media codecs, i.e., Opus and 
H.264.  We analyzed the sensibility of the services to packet delivery parameters 
in the network (latency, jitter, loss, reordering): How does the measured packet-
level QoS correlate to the perceived quality? Besides the laboratory QoS evalua-
tions we performed subjective QoE assessments inviting volunteers to evaluate 
voice and video test clips. 
During this work we analyzed the correlation of three measurement dataset: 
objective (packet-level) QoS metrics, objective QoE (PSNR, VQM, SSIM) vid-
eo quality metrics and subjective user evaluations (MOS). We showed that the 
temporal position of the visual artifact has a direct effect on the perceptive qual-
ity. Video clips including artifact at the beginning or at the end consequently got 
a lower MOS score from the evaluators. Perception is also affected by previous 
contents and experiences of the volunteers. We showed that none of the QoS 
metrics correlates well to the perceived quality. However the linear combina-
tion of the metrics, with appropriately tuned coefficients, provides a good ap-
proximation of the subjective quality.
By investigating voice quality, we found that some of the network metrics show 
correlation to the perceptual quality of the VoIP service. Using this result, we 
elaborated a new method for approximating the perceptive quality of RTP-based 
voice transmission without involving any reference data [3]. This method gives 
an alternative to the subjective quality assessment solutions.  Our staring point 
was the requirement for an automated method based on objective evaluation 
that provides an output with good correlation to the result of perceptive, human 
feedback-based quality assessment. In this method, perceptive voice quality is 
approximated with a multi-variable polynomial based on the packet-level QoS 
metrics. This method, besides working without reference data, supports real-
time processing. Belonging to this work, we have developed a hardware accel-
erated, on-the-fly QoS monitoring system that has been prototyped on NetF-
PGA networking platform. The basis of the second quality-analysis method is 
a multi-threaded timestamping mechanism that enables the measurement of 
network and system perturbation in several layers [2].

Using the subjective evaluation-based assessment approach we came up with 
a solution tailored to mobile environments based on the demands of the opera-
tors in which the subscriber evaluates the quality of the voice service at the end 
of the call. This assessment, depending on the operator’s needs and aims,  can be 
a MOS-type grade, but more complex options are also available e.g., “very good”- 
“satisfactory”-”distorted voice”-”interrupted”-”one side muted “-”echo” etc. 
The developed method was implemented on Android mobile operating system 
by our industrial partner in collaboration with experts from a mobile operator.
We showed that our voice QoE approximation method could not be adopted to 
video flows due to the structural differences. Accordingly, we extensively ana-
lyzed H.264 encoded flows to provide underlying results for a video QoE assess-
ment algorithm. There is no trivial way reaching this goal, since the type and 
the extent of the video artifact depend on the type of the lost or corrupted video 
frame (I-frame, P-frame, or B-frame). Therefore, the frame type should be iden-
tified and the error should be weighted according to the type, size and position 
of the frame within the GOP. Approximated QoE could be calculated for each 
GOP of a video-flow processed in the presented way.
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2.3. New traffic characterizing and anylysis methods for Future Inter-
net 

Leader: Miklós Telek
Our working group achieved significant results in a number of fields during the 
past two years. These results were presented in leading papers and conferences 
of their respective fields.
We carried out research regarding the characterization of M/M/c retrial queues 
[1], in which requests move to a separate file if they fail to get service before a 
given random time. From this file requests can retry, however their total retrial 
intensity is bounded. Along the exact analytical expressions we also used sim-
plified equations that provide fast solution methods for various performance 
parameters that can be used effectively in practice. We investigated the behav-
ior of M/M/1 queues with negative requests and vacation, in which positive re-
quests enter an infinite size orbit if they fail to get service due to vacation or 
occupancy of the server. We developed an efficient methodology for the model 
and examined several specific systems.
We analyzed queues with two priority classes, feedback control, and finite 
puffer. This system can be used to model the Differentiated Services Architec-
ture in IP networks. Aside from the formula for steady state probabilities we 
also constructed methods for the calculation of other performance parameters. 
We developed a computationally efficient method for two-server heterogene-
ous retrial queues that use analytical formulas instead of the iterative approach 
of formerly known numerical methods. We demonstrated through numerical 
examination that the new procedure has significantly better performance than 
previous algorithms.
Another major topic of our research was the investigation of Markov chain 
based models, with particular emphasis on Markovian representation of non-
Markovian classes and canonical forms of Markovian structures. We developed 
a heuristic method that transforms rational arrival processes to Markovian 
representations with high reliability [2]. The new method outperforms earlier 
algorithms using flexible transformation steps that may include changing the 
size of the representation if necessary. We derived canonical forms for discrete 
time order 3 phase-type distributions and order 2 discrete time Markov arrival 
processes [3]. Using these forms we proved the long-standing conjectures re-
garding the equivalence of these classes to their non-Markovian counterparts. 
Exploiting the parametrization of the canonical representations we developed 
effective exact parameter fitting methods. Furthermore we demonstrated that 

also in case of non-exact fitting methods the usage of canonical forms is often 
beneficial.
We established and extended an algorithm package that can be effectively used 
in the research of Markov chain based models. In this package we implemented 
already existing methods but also developed new methods for efficient analy-
sis of these structures. We developed a model for the examination of scheduling 
tasks in computational clusters [4]. This model was also analyzed it thoroughly 
with regards to performance and energy consumption.
Finally we carried out research in the field of secondary spectrum renting [5] 
and proposed a scheme for the cooperation in the renting process and investi-
gated its characteristics in detail.
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2.4. New Scalable Resource Allocation and Traffic Management Methods
Leader: József Bíró

Current trends in cloud computing suggest that both large, public clouds and 
small, private clouds will proliferate in the near future. Operational require-
ments, such as high bandwidth, dependability and smooth manageability, are 
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similar for both types of clouds and their underlying data center architecture. 
Such requirements can be satisfied with utilizing fully distributed, low-over-
head mechanisms at the algorithm level, and an efficient layer 2 implementation 
at the practical level. On the other hand, owners of evolving private data centers 
are in dire need of an incrementally upgradeable architecture which supports 
a small roll-out and continuous expansion in small quanta. In order to satisfy 
both requirements, we proposed Poincaré, a data center architecture inspired 
by hyperbolic tessellations, which utilizes low-overhead, greedy routing. On one 
hand, Poincaré scales to support large data centers with low diameter, high bi-
section bandwidth, inherent multipath and multicast capabilities, and efficient 
error recovery. On the other hand, Poincaré supports incremental plug & play 
upgradability with regard to both servers and switches. We evaluated Poincaré 
using analysis, extensive simulations and a prototype implementation [1].
The increasing popularity of both small and large private clouds and expanding 
public clouds poses new requirements to data center (DC) architectures. First, 
DC architectures should be incrementally scalable allowing the creation of DCs 
of arbitrary size with consistent performance characteristics. Second, initial 
DC deployments should be incrementally expandable supporting small-scale 
upgrades without decreasing operation efficiency. A DC architecture possess-
ing both properties satisfies the requirement of free-scaling. Recent work in 
DC design focuses on traditional performance and scalability characteristics, 
therefore resulting in symmetric topologies whose upgradability is coarse-
grained at best. In our earlier work we proposed Scafida, an asymmetric, scale-
free network inspired DC topology which scales incrementally and has favora-
ble structural characteristics. In this project, we built on Scafida and proposed 
a full-fledged DC architecture achieving free-scaling called FScafida. Our main 
contribution is threefold. First, we proposed an organic expansion algorithm 
for FScafida; this combined with Scafida’s flexible original design results in a 
freely scalable architecture. Second, we introduced the Effective Source Rout-
ing mechanism that provides near-shortest paths, multi-path and multicast ca-
pability, and low signaling overhead by exploiting the benefits of the FScafida 
topology. Third, we showed based on extensive simulations and a prototype im-
plementation that FScafida is capable of handling the traffic patterns charac-
teristic of both enterprise and cloud data centers, tolerates network equipment 
failures to a high degree, and allows for high bisection bandwidth [2].
Discriminatory Processor Sharing models play important role in analyzing 
bandwidth allocation schemes in packet based communication systems. Users 

in such systems usually have access rate limitations which also influence their 
bandwidth shares. In this project we investigated DPS models which incorpo-
rate these access rate limitations in a bandwidth economical manner. The in-
terlock between access rate limited Discriminatory Processor Sharing (DPS) 
models and some constrained optimization problems is also disclosed. We 
showed, that incorporating the access rate limit into the DPS model is equiva-
lent to extending the underlying constrained optimization by constraints on the 
access rates. It also means that the available bandwidth share calculation meth-
ods for the access rate limited DPS are also non-conventional solution methods 
for the extended constrained optimization problem. We also foreshadowed that 
these results might be important steps towards obtaining efficient pricing and 
resource allocation mechanism when users are selfish and subject to gaming 
behavior when competing for communication resources [3].
Large-scale information dissemination in multicast communications has been 
increasingly attracting attention, be it through uptake in new services or through 
recent research efforts. In these, the core issues are supporting increased for-
warding speed, avoiding state in the forwarding elements, and scaling in terms of 
the multicast tree size. In this project we addressed all these challenges—which 
are crucial for any scalable multicast scheme to be successful—by revisiting the 
idea of in-packet Bloom filters and source routing. As opposed to the traditional 
in-packet Bloom filter concept, we build our Bloom filter by enclosing limited 
information about the structure of the tree. Analytical investigation is conduct-
ed and approximation formulas are provided for optimal-length Bloom filters, 
in which we got rid of typical Bloom filter illnesses such as false-positive for-
warding. These filters can be used in several multicast implementations, which 
are demonstrated through a prototype. Thorough simulations are conducted to 
demonstrate the scalability of the proposed Bloom filters compared to its coun-
terparts [4].
Navigability (or information routing) is known to be a key feature without 
which the network is simply a maze and practically useless for any information 
transmitting or transport purposes. Improving navigability can make the net-
work perform better and by disturbing it we can disfunction a network without 
structural disintegration which is a much cheaper and less drastic intervention. 
In the project we explored effective techniques for influencing the navigability 
of real world networks. We invoked game theory to explore minimal structures 
(regarding the number of edges) with maximal navigability and prove their 
presence in real world complex networks (AS-level Internet, E. coli metabolic 
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3. alprojekt:

Új hálózati architektúrák 
és protokollok 

Alprojektvezet : Prof. Dr. Szabó Csaba Attila 

Az alprojekt f  kutatási célkit zése új hálózati architektúrák és protokollok vizsgálata 
és kidolgozása volt a Jöv  Internete számára. A kutatómunkát hat különálló, de egy-
mással összefügg  téma köré csoportosítottuk. A 3.1. témában a Jöv  Internetének 
átviteli protokolljaival foglalkoztunk. Ezen belül többek között kidolgoztuk egy új, 
torlódásszabályozást nem alkalmazó transzport protokoll koncepcióját, amely kiváló 
alternatívát nyújthat a jöv  hálózatai számára a jelenleg használt, megbízható adatát-
vitelt biztosító TCP-vel szemben. A 3.2. témában hálózati kódoláson alapuló új vé-
delmi módszereket vizsgáltunk. Az elért elméleti eredmények nagyban hozzájárulnak 
a megbízható és skálázható Jöv  Internet architekturális alapjainak létrehozásához. A 
3.3. témán belül önszervez d  hálózatokkal foglalkoztunk, és új, az eddigieknél haté-
konyabb információterjeszt  algoritmusokat dolgoztunk ki és vizsgáltunk meg, ame-
lyek igen fontosak a teljes hálózat hatékony m ködéséhez és skálázhatóságához. A 
3.4. témában elosztott, dinamikus és proaktív mobilitás-kezeléssel támogatott skáláz-
ható mobil architektúrákkal foglalkoztunk. Az eredmények fontosságát aláhúzza az, 
hogy a Jöv  Internetében meghatározó szerepet fog játszani a mobil szélessávú hozzá-
férés, amely egyre újabb kihívásokat jelent. A rádiós hozzáférés technológiái között a 
kognitív vezeték nélküli infokommunikációs technológiák fontos szerepet játszanak, 
ezek vizsgálatát t ztük ki célul a 3.5. témában.  Végül a 3.6. témában a médiatovábbí-
tás új hálózati architektúráival és módszereivel foglalkoztunk.  

Az alprojekt szakmai munkájában az ETIK kutatócsoportjai vett részt. Bár a DE 
formálisan nem vett részt a feladatok elvégzésében, kutatóikkal több alkalommal ta-
lálkoztunk, sokan közülük aktívan részt vettek  a 2013. június 7–én Debrecenben tar-
tott alprojekt-workshopon, és több ponton felmerült a közös kutatás lehet sége, ezek-
re vonatkozóan a jöv ben további egyeztetéseket fogunk folytatni. A fenti workshop 
mellett számos rendezvényen ismertettük a kutatómunkánk eredményeit. 

A kutatócsoport tagjai az alprojekt témáiban elért eredményeikr l 15 tudományos 
folyóiratcikket és 10 tudományos konferenciacikket publikáltak. 

A projekt több kutatónk esetében hozzájárult rangos egyéni ösztöndíjak 
elnyeréséhesz és fokozatszerzéshez. Az alprojekthez kapcsolódóan két kutatónk szer-
zett PhD fokozatot, és egy kutatónk nyert el Bólyai-ösztöndíjat.  

network, English word network and the US airport network). Our findings sug-
gests that incentive for navigability in itself may be sufficient to explain the 
properties of complex networks to a certain degree. These idealistic structures 
also help us to develop efficient algorithms which can dramatically improve or 
paralyze the navigation in a network by altering only a few percent of the edges. 
Our algorithms can be used e.g. to cure networks if their navigability suddenly 
deteriorates, possibly signifying an onset of a disease, or conversely we can ef-
fectively block the functioning of harmful networks (e.g. malfunctioning cells) 
without destroying them [5].
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 Subproject 3: 

New Network Architectures 
and Protocols

Subproject Leader: Csaba Attila Szabó

The main research objective of the subproject was investigation of new network 
architectures and protocols for the Future Internet. The research work was 
conducted in 6 separate but interrelated topics. Topic 3.1 dealt with transport 
protocols for the Future Internet. Within this topic, a concept of a new trans-
port protocol without congestion control was proposed and investigated, which 
could present a viable alternative to the reliable transport protocol, TCP, for 
future networks. In Topic 3.2, new protection methods, based on network cod-
ing, were investigated. The results achieved could be significant contributions 
to creating the architectural foundations of the Future Internet. Topic 3.3 dealt 
with self-organizing networks, where new information distribution algorithms 
were proposed that are more efficient than the existing ones, and are important 
for the scalability of the whole network. In Topic 3.4, scalable mobile architec-
tures, supported by distributed, dynamic and proactive mobility management, 
were dealt with. The results achieved are important as mobile broadband ac-
cess will play a dominant role in the Future Internet presenting new challeng-
es. Among radio access technologies, cognitive wireless infocommunications 
techologies are becoming increasingly important, these were investigated in 
Topic 3.5. Lastly, Topic 3.6 dealt with new network architectures and methods 
for media communications. 
The research in this subproject was carried out by research teams of the Inter-
University Centre for Informatics and Telecommunications. Researchers of 
University of Debrecen, while not being formally partners in this subproject, 
took part actively at the Subproject Workshop on 7 June, 2013, and several top-
ics were identified for a potential joint research in the future. 
Members of the research teams published the research results achieved in the 
topics of this subproject in 15 journal papers and 10 international conference 
papers.
This research helped several colleagues in successfully applying for research 
grants, including one researcher who was awarded a Bolyai prize. Two col-
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leagues finished their PhD thesis based on the reseach conducted in this sub-
project.

3.1. The Transport Protocols of Future Internet
Leader: Sándor Molnár

Since the first efficient reaction to the phenomenon of congestion collapse in 
the early Internet, congestion control, mostly performed by the Transmission 
Control Protocol (TCP), has played an important role in communication net-
works. Several TCP versions have been developed in order to fit the ever-chang-
ing requirements of communication networks [1]. Although, current high speed 
TCP variants provide efficient solutions for many network environments, they 
all fail to act as an universal mechanism considering heterogeneous and chang-
ing network conditions.
In this research project we have worked out the concept of a novel transport 
protocol without congestion control (DFCP, Digital Fountain based Communi-
cation Protocol), which can provide a serious alternative to the currently used 
TCP for future networks [2]. We have designed and built a multi-platform test 
environment (consisting of a laboratory testbed, the Emulab network emula-
tion environment and the ns-2 simulator) in which our transport protocol and 
today’s widely used TCP variants can be investigated. This environment made 
possible to study the operating mechanism of DFCP, as well as its validation and 
performance evaluation.
Unfortunately, most researchers choose only one way to investigate their pro-
posed protocols, namely simulation or testbed measurements. However, espe-
cially for novel protocols and algorithms it can be misleading due to the unique 
nature of such environments. On the one hand, the main risk of relying only on 
simulation results is the fact that simulation environments are far from realis-
tic in most cases, thus many real-world factors can easily be neglected. On the 
other hand, performing only testbed measurements can also lead to the loss of 
generality, because special hardware components can affect the results. In ad-
dition, building a network testbed is a time-consuming process, and measure-
ments are very difficult to repeat as well. The multi-platform test environment 
enables performance evaluation both on complex topologies and in realistic net-
work conditions. In this environment we studied many important properties of 
DFCP and TCP including the sensitivity to packet loss and round-trip time, the 

buffer space demand, the fairness behavior in case of competing flows, as well as 
the performance in networks with multiple bottlenecks [3]. The results pointed 
out that DFCP can provide efficient data transfer in various network conditions 
even when TCP suffers from performance degradation.
Beyond the previous features it is also interesting to investigate the data trans-
fer efficiency in case of different flow types [4]. According to the scientific litera-
ture flows can be separated into groups from many aspects. One of the most fre-
quently used classifications is based on the flow duration, which distinguishes 
between short-lived and long-lived flows. These flow categories carry different 
types of network traffic. While short-lived flows are typically originated from 
web applications, long-lived flows are mainly generated by downloading huge 
amount of data such as a movie or other multimedia content. In the last decade 
many researchers focused on the statistical analysis of flow parameters such as 
duration, size and rate. It has been found that most flows are short, but the most 
significant portion of data traffic is transferred by long-lived flows. Since it is 
important to investigate both flow classes for traffic engineering purposes, we 
analyzed their transfer efficiency by downloading a typical web object and a full 
DVD, respectively. Measurements were carried out in a testbed on various net-
work topologies and under different conditions such as varying packet loss rate 
and delay. The results showed that DFCP guarantees faster operation than TCP 
for each flow type, which can highly improve the quality of experience (QoE). 
For example, in case of web objects DFCP can provide shorter download time 
by several orders of magnitude compared to TCP, which is unable to quickly 
achieve its maximum speed due to the limiting nature of the congestion control 
algorithm.
Our research highlighted that the currently used TCP responsible for transfer-
ring most of the Internet traffic cannot provide high network utilization and ef-
ficient data transfer under many conditions. Therefore, it is essential to design 
novel data transfer mechanisms for Future Internet, and DFCP can be a promis-
ing approach thanks to its beneficial properties.
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3.2. Reliable and Scalable Future Internet with Network Coding
Leader: Peter Babarczi

In the future, the reliability of all-optical networks will be crucial, as even the 
shortest disruption could cause the loss of enormous amount of data. In this 
topic, we investigated protection approaches in different layers of the Internet 
protocol stack, which could provide a cost efficient, reliable and scalable trans-
port network infrastructure for future Internet services and applications. The 
topic is highly related to the research work of the MTA-BME Lendület Future 
Internet Research Group. Our results can be summarized as follows:

shared protection (restoration) with distributed unambiguous link failure 1. 
localization (using supervisory lightpath in the optical layer) in order to 
reach better scalability,
general dedicated protection approaches for static and dynamic routing (us-2. 
ing diversity and network coding in the MPLS layer),
fast IP restoration with pre-planned alternative routes.3. 

In the physical layer of communication networks, one of the most important 
challenges is the fast and dynamic deployment of connections. This introduces 
several challenges into the control plane of current optical backbone networks, 
which was basically designed for static traffic. In order to make the control 
plane able to satisfy the high quality of service need of dynamic operation (e.g., 
high reliability, short disruption), we have investigated optical failure localiza-
tion approaches from several aspects. In future communication networks, one 
of the main goals is to eliminate time consuming signaling from the restoration 
process. Thus, in [1] a distributed failure localization framework was proposed, 
where the routers are able to localize the failed links and recover the disrupted 
connections in a distributed fashion. This approach fully eliminates the elec-
tronic layer from the restoration process, which provides the possibility of a 
scalable all-optical protection framework.
In order to provide efficient and low complexity protection methods for connec-

tion reliability in the MPLS layer, network coding is a recently emerging and 
promising solution. In [2] new algorithms for static routing were proposed to 
satisfy the 1+1 path protection functionality. We have investigated these ap-
proaches from a theoretical perspective. It was shown that the protection meth-
ods based on network coding are NP-complete, therefore integer linear pro-
grams were presented to find the optimal capacity allocation. Furthermore, we 
proposed dynamic protection approaches with network coding, which provide 
the possibility of a smooth transition from current to future transport network 
capabilities. In order to reach this, we investigated the application of network 
coding based protection approaches, which are not only capacity efficient, but 
can significantly lower the complexity of coding and minimize the number of 
network coding nodes in the network. Based on the Software Defined Network-
ing (SDN) infrastructure of the European GÉANT backbone network, we are 
working of the practical deployment of such a network coding based method us-
ing the OpenFlow protocol. 
Beyond reliability, the proposed network coding architecture makes it possi-
ble to deploy further future Internet application. For example, the stateful ap-
proach of current IP multicast (states are stored at the intermediate forwarding 
elements) will not scale well with the proliferation of video streaming and on-
line games. In this project, we proposed a network coding architecture, which 
can serve as the foundation of a stateless multicast application such as Informa-
tion Centric Networking (ICN), only with a slight modification to current back-
bone routers. We have thoroughly investigated link identifier-based addressing 
schemes to support ICNs in the FIRST project 2.4 - „Scalable Resource Allo-
cation and Traffic Management methods”, which is related to the work of the 
MTA-BME Lendület Future Internet Research Group as well.
Providing protection in today’s IP layer is based on a reactive approach, which 
means that disrupted connections are restored only after a failure has occurred. 
However, owing to the high speed of future Internet this could be a bottleneck. 
Thus, we investigated the possible extension of the only standardized proac-
tive IP protection scheme, the so called Loop-Free Alternates (LFA), in order to 
fulfill the demands of the future Internet. In [3], the Remote Loop-Free Alter-
nates (rLFA) method was investigated, which in contrast with LFA, allows the 
consideration of remote nodes instead of only adjacent ones in the protection 
path design through tunneling techniques. It was shown that from the aspect 
of reliability  rLFA can provide almost full protection even in the most critical 
networks (odd and even rings).
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Our theoretical results in this topic laid down the architectural basics of a „re-
liable and scalable future Internet”. The first implementations show that the 
protection approaches using simple „network coding” operations are good can-
didates to form the basic model of the future Internet.
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3.3. Self-organizing networks
Leader: Vilmos Simon

In line with traditional communication systems, more and more attention is 
given to autonomous, self-organized networks with no central infrastructure, 
based on peer-to-peer communication, like mobile ad hoc networks. Designing 
multihop broadcast protocols for mobile ad hoc networks is a complex problem 
as the task of these protocols is to disseminate messages in a network effectively 
while avoiding unnecessary use of resources. The vast majority of these proto-
cols (also as present day Inter-net) do not use the physical locations in space 
information of the network nodes to optimize the bandwidth and channel us-
age. Spatial computing implementations and languages do consider the physi-
cal location properties, however the communication protocols in these imple-
mentations are far from optimal, as they utilize oversimplied communication 
solutions. 
Therefore we have examined the existing location based multihop communi-
cation protocols and concluded that a novel protocol should be developed for 
the communication in Proto, which was our choice for the spatial programming 

system as it provides the most allround and general approach, furthermore it 
is very well suited to solve problems in a number of different domains (wire-
less mobile ad hoc and sensor networks, robotic swarms or biological systems). 
Our new communication protocol, the Direction Based Handshake Gossiping 
was implemented in our self-organizing network simulator, together with three 
other location based data dissemination protocols from the literature (Distance 
Adaptive Dissemination, the general probabilistic broadcast protocol, and Ni et 
al’s location-based scheme). The results have shown that our solution overper-
forms the other three solutions in means of networking overhead and duplica-
tions, which is crucial for a radio resource and energy optimized functioning of 
self-organized mobile networks.
We have linked MIT Proto to OMNeT++, a well-established network simulator 
framework to see how Proto implementations deliver in a more realistic net-
work environment. Our implementation runs Proto and OMNeT++ as separate 
processes, linked by extensions that use interprocess communication to syn-
chronize the two simulators. We demonstrate this integration with an urban 
communications scenario, showing mobile devices using a spatial computing 
approach to create a communication channel along a path with ideal connectiv-
ity, as well as showing a tradeoff between speed and reliability of information 
sharing with neighbors. We have implemented of our DiBHG protocol in the 
Proto spatial computing system. With the presented protocol, we can achieve 
a more energy efficient functioning of the system when trying to disseminate 
static information in the network. Implementing the DiBHG protocol in Proto 
and making it available in an easy to use Proto plugin takes it one step further, to 
enable Proto become a real life spatial computing system and move it away from 
“simulator only” use.
In the second part of our work we have focused on collective movement of dy-
namic nodes called ”flocking”. The existing controlling mechanisms handle the 
group as a whole, no dynamic and autonomous regroupment or repartition is 
possible, when applying such schemes. Several uses cases would require to uti-
lize autonomous regrouping of the flock, where a subset of the flock could leave 
the group and move to a given destination, to perform various tasks on the spot. 
It is a challenging task to find the fittest subset of the nodes to perform the given 
task, taking into consideration the energy level of the nodes, the distance to the 
spot etc., and this all should happen without any central control, just through 
distributed node interaction. We have introduced two controlling algorithms 
which are capable of choosing the optimal subset without any central supervi-
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sion and directing them to the given destination, based on node interactions and 
a token mechanism. In the first case it is not necessary to provide the connectiv-
ity of the leaving subset and the remaining set, however in the second case it is 
mandatory, this way providing a chain for the multi-hop forwarding of the data 
from the spot, e.g. sending a data stream from the spot to the ground supervi-
sion center, when real-time surveillance is needed. Both algorithms were im-
plemented and demonstrated in the Proto framework.
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3.4. Distributed, dynamic and proactive mobility management for scal-
able Future Mobile Internet architectures

Leader: László Bokor 

Mobile Internet has recently started to become a reality for both users and op-
erators. More and more people are willing to access Internet related services 
while being on the move, requesting seamless, ubiquitous connection anytime 
and anywhere. Based on the current trends in telecommunications, vendors 
prognosticate that overall mobile data traffic is expected to grow nearly 11 fold 
between 2013 and 2018. It is also expected, that the increase of mobile Internet 
traffic will be higher compared to the fixed Internet traffic in the forthcoming 
years, most dramatically due to new entrant, data-hungry mobile entertain-
ment services and new application types. In order to accommodate the future 

Internet to the anticipated demands, technologies applied in the radio and core 
networks must become scalable to advanced use-cases [1].
The growing number of mobile users, the increasing traffic volume, the complex-
ity of mobility scenarios, and the development of new and innovative IP-based 
applications require network architectures able to deliver all kind of traffic de-
mands seamlessly assuring high quality of service. However, the strongly cen-
tralized nature of current and planned mobile Internet standards prevents cost 
effective system scaling for the novel traffic demands [2]. Flat mobile or even 
ultra flat networks are to be designed and deployed where and distributed and 
dynamic mobility management (DMM) mechanisms form the key routines of 
the future mobile Internet designs. In order to contribute to this research work, 
we followed two distinct but close approaches. On one hand we extended a Loc/
ID splitter solution called the Host Identity Protocol (HIP) with a distributed 
and proactive operation scheme. On the other hand we created a purely IPv6 so-
lution based on the well-known MIPv6 family and integrated it with cross-layer 
optimized, flow-based, proactive handover technique.
The HIP-based Ultra Flat Architecture (UFA-HIP) system framework defines 
seven main building blocks: 1) several access networks, 2) an IP/MPLS tran-
sit network, 3) HIP capable UFA Gateways controlling main network func-
tions, 4) an optimized terminal attachment scheme with cross-layer access 
authorization, 5) a session establishment protocol, 6)  a handover initiation, 
preparation, decision and execution subsystem based on the IEEE 802.21 Me-
dia Independent Handover (MIH) standard and extended HIP functionalities, 
and 7) a HIP-based control network [2]. The proposed technology generally 
supports flat architectures, minimizes end-to-end path length for user traffic, 
and keeps the mobility signalling load in the backhaul and core segments. In 
the FIRST project our main goal was to further extend the functions of UFA-
HIP, integrate the framework into 4G LTE/EPC architectures, and to develop 
a complex simulation environment where realistic mobility scenarios can be 
used for extensive evaluation of different DMM technologies. We designed and 
implemented a complex, INET/OMNeT++ based simulation framework where 
we compared DMM protocols (MIPv6-RO, MIPv6-ERO, FAMA, UFA-HIP and 
UFA-HIP-NEMO) with legacy mobility management solutions (MIPv6, GTP, 
HIP, NEMO-BS, HIP-NEMO) by four key parameter indicators: Handover La-
tency, UDP packet loss, TCP throughput and VoIP MOS [3]. We have analyzed 
existing LTE/EPC simulation models and extended our DMM simulation with 
a complete and well detailed LTE/EPC simulation model by integrating and ex-
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tending INET’s 4GSim/SimuLTE implementations. With the help of this com-
prehensive LTE/EPC-capable simulation framework we were able to study the 
already evaluated mobility management solutions in several different 4G and 
beyond architecture alternatives (like centralized, distributed, flat), and within 
different levels of distribution (e.g., core, backhaul, and access level distribu-
tion), such gathering valuable practical information about the feasibility and 
performance of different DMM schemes.
Our more conventional proposal is based on pure IPv6 and integrates MIPv6, 
Network Mobility, Multiple Care-of Addresses, Hierarchical Mobile IPv6, Glo-
bal HA-HA, Source Address Selection, Enhanced Route Optimization, Fast 
Handover for MIPv6 and 802.21 Media Independent Handover protocols within 
a cross-layer optimized control framework. The solution offers a location infor-
mation aided predictive mobility management scheme with an efficient hando-
ver execution technique for multihomed configurations. We combine the ben-
efits of MCoA with a novel prediction-driven cross-layer management entity 
allowing mobile nodes/routers to operate using always the best available access 
networks and to perform smooth handovers when overlapping radio coverages 
are available [4]. In order to enhance scalability of this MIPv6-based solution 
and provide an advanced fine-grained offloading scheme for heterogeneous ar-
chitectures, we extended the basic framework with a network-based IP flow 
mobility protocol aiming to enable operators to efficiently decide and execute 
the flow routing policies based on e.g., the available resources in the network [5]. 
Analytical evaluation and test-bed experiments proved that our proposals could 
efficiently support complex mobility scenarios of the Future Mobile Internet.
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3.5. Cognitive Wireless Infocommunications Technologies
Leader: László Csurgai-Horváth 

Together with the development of wireless communications the user demands 
for higher bandwidth is increasing, whereas the available frequency bands are 
limited or became more saturated. Cognitive radio is a secondary system that 
can adaptively and intelligently utilize the selected frequency bands without 
disturbing the primary systems. In order to achieve this goal the data should be 
transferred in the free frequency band while the spectrum is sensed continu-
ously. Cognitive radio is closely connected to the Software Defined Radio or 
SDR technologies, that is practically a radio that is capable to operate on several 
frequency bands and its settings can be freely selected and programmed by the 
user.
During our work we arranged the knowledge relating to cognitive radio, the state 
of the art technologies and the present research areas [1]. We were dealing with 
the question of spectrum management, algorithms and the tools for hardware 
implementation. We overviewed the IEEE 802.22 recommendation, which 
controls the operation of those cognitive radio-based opportunistic devices 
and is able to communicate in the TV bands without disturbing the incumbents 
(primary) users and without degrading they quality of service. Therefore we 
introduced particularly the frequency bands that become free after the change 
from analogue to digital terrestrial television transmitting (the “White Space”, 
or unused frequency band), and we introduced its specialities in Hungary [2]. 
We summarized the knowledge about the sensor networks as cognitive radio 
systems and the future 5G networks as an example for efficient spectrum man-
agement systems.
Besides the overview of the literature our research are grouped around two 
main subjects. One of them is relating to spectrum sensing, its measurement 
devices, tools and the recording of fixed and mobile datasets. The second main 
subject was the investigation of the new modulation techniques that are used 
for cognitive radio [3].
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Our wide band measurements were performed with the antenna developed 
within the frame of this project for the 0.5-3GHz band, where the measurement 
devices were a computer controlled software radio platform and a spectrum 
analyser. Our task was also the development of the data collecting and process-
ing program. We performed measurements in the free TV bands after the digital 
transition, in the frequency bands of mobile radios and in the ISM band. We re-
corded time series on the board of moving vehicles in city area and statically in 
office environment [4]. Besides the received power time series we investigated 
the first and second order statistics as well (attenuation and fade duration dis-
tributions). During the evaluation of the received data we calculated the ratio of 
the spectrum usage and we were able to predict the possibility of using cognitive 
radio technologies by applying the different distribution functions.
In cognitive radio systems one of the greatest challenges is to develop the me-
dium access technologies and the physical layer. In case of cognitive radios not 
only the measurement of the spectrum and the detection of primary users is 
problematical, but the selection of the right modulation mode. Considering the 
large number of users and the distortions due to the frequency-selective chan-
nel, a feasible solution could be a multicarrier system. In our research we were 
dealing with multicarrier modulation systems that are the most appropriate for 
cognitive radio. Nowadays the most widely used system is OFDM (Orthogonal 
Frequency Division Multiplexing), having many advantages but also some dis-
advantages. FBMC (FilterBank MultiCarrier) is also a multiple carrier modula-
tion scheme that is an particularly important system and it was in the centre 
of our research [5]. This modulation mode is not standardized yet, but several 
project considered it as the base scheme for they cognitive radio system due to 
its very promising spectral properties. Its drawback is, similarly to OFDM that 
its Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR) is high, therefore it is sensitive to the 
nonlinear distortions. The reduction of PAPR was also one of our main research 
areas.
As the summary of the theme “Cognitive Wireless Infocommunications Tech-
nologies” we prepare a course material for university students as well. Besides 
the overview of the theme it will demonstrate our measurements and methods 
and new modulation modes as one of the key element of cognitive radio. We 
hope that this material can be used later in the education at universities.
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3.6. Novel Network Architectures and Methods for Media Delivery
3.6.1. 3D Free Viewpoint Video Delivery in IP Networks

Leader: Árpád Huszák

Free Viewpoint Video is special category of 3D video, allowing users to freely 
change their viewpoint. The new technology is still very new and includes 
number of research challenges regarding to delivery, viewpoint synthesis, sys-
tem architecture, etc. due to huge amount of media data that must be handled. In 
our research works we focused on Free Viewpoint Video transmission over IP 
networks, viewpoint synthesis and distributed viewpoint generation architec-
tural model and caching solutions in order to improve the efficiency of FVV sys-
tems. New methods were investigated in order to handle multi-camera streams 
and make FVV applications capable even for mobile devices based on predictive 
viewpoint estimation.
While virtual viewpoint synthesis is a resource hungry operation, it is worth 
to analyze the possibility of a distributed solution. In our work, we described a 
distributed FVV streaming model by introducing it elements, like proxy server 
and media server [1]. The proposed technique is capable to find the best topol-
ogy setup and serve the clients requesting the lowest occupied bandwidth in the 
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network. This task is a NP-complete problem, therefore we were able to find 
optimal FVV setup only for low complexity network topologies. Using the de-
veloped FVV architecture optimization tool, the best network layout was able 
to be determined based on the client requirements, link characteristics, stream 
bitrates, etc.
Short-time storage of media content is essential in case of distributed viewpoint 
synthesis, therefore we proposed an energy efficient caching scheme that keeps 
balance between the consumed energy and the cache delay [2]. We analyzed the 
optimal cache size and the caused delay using the on-off based energy efficient 
method. By increasing the cache size, the consumption can be decreased, but on 
the other hand the higher delay has negative impact on the experimented qual-
ity. Our goal was to find the trade-off of these parameters. The proposed model 
is capable not for FVV systems, but for 2D streaming, too.
Viewpoint switching process in FVV services must be handled seamlessly, with-
out interrupting the stream sequence that is displayed on the customer’s device. 
We analyzed the acceptable delay thresholds of camera stream switching. In 
order to decrease the required time of new viewpoint stream playout in FVV 
streaming service, we proposed a multicast delivery scheme with viewpoint 
prediction [3][2]. The starvation of the viewpoint synthesizer algorithm can be 
avoided, if the camera views that will be requested in the future are prefetched. 
We analyzed the multicast group changing delays in the implemented NS2 
simulation environment and developed a viewpoint predictive based multicast 
FVV streaming scheme that is able to prevent the FVV viewpoint synthesizer 
algorithm from starvation. Based on the obtained results, we were able to find 
the optimal parameter setup of the predictive multicast FVV streaming scheme 
and provide the highest FVV stream quality to the users.

3.6.2. Adaptive architectures and QoE measurements for media transmission
Leader: Róbert Schulcz

In this project, first, we focused our work on QoS measurement techniques rel-
evant for HTTP-based services. We studied the behavior of SpeedTest applica-
tion, which provides HTTP-level view on the available QoS. Then we analyzed 
the state-of-the-art of traffic management and the main goals of standardiza-
tion efforts. Based on that we choose the ALTO problem in software-defined 
environments as an important research field. We call application-layer traffic 
optimization (ALTO) problem when someone is concerned with better-than-

random peer selection for distributed services. The IETF ALTO protocol solves 
in a standardized way the problem of network-awareness for applications, i.e., it 
collects directly topology and network cost information from network provid-
ers, and endpoint and cache location information from content providers (e.g., 
peer-to-peer, content distribution network, in-network caching services). An 
ALTO-aware application can request network information for proper selection 
of service endpoint, without the need of making measurements, similar to what 
SpeedTest does when monitoring the available HTTP-level QoS. 
We showed on a proof-of-concept implementation the integration of ALTO 
service into software-defined networks. The benefit of ALTO-SDN integration 
is that it makes ALTO transparent for the user, i.e., it has zero deployment cost 
in the user devices, and it enables dynamic, operator-driven assignment of flow-
types to ALTO service [4][5].
We also analyzed QoS-enforcement possibilities using OpenFlow, and experi-
enced that, both, the OpenFlow specifications and open-source implementa-
tions provide very limited QoS enforcement possibilities.
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4. alprojekt:

Testreszabható tartalomkezel  
eljárások 

Alprojektvezet : Dr. Hajdu András  

A „Testreszabható tartalomkezel  eljárások” alprojekt a jöv  internetén fellép , els -
sorban a nagy mennyiség  adat tárolásával és feldolgozásával kapcsolatos feladatok 
megoldásainak kutatását t zte ki célul a DE IK, ETIK és BME munkatársainak 
együttm ködésével. Az alprojekt egyes témáit természetesen kapcsolták össze az 
adatfeltárással, lekérdezéssel, adatvédelemmel, hatékony feldolgozással, vizualizáció-
val kapcsolatban szükséges tevékenységek. Külön hangsúlyt kapott a 3D tartalom ke-
zelése és ennek kollaboratív, felhasználóbarát megismerhet ségének vizsgálata. Kuta-
tásaink során számos forrásból származó adattal dolgoztunk, beleértve képi és geneti-
kai adatokat, valamint könyvtári tartalmakat.  

A FIRST pályázat támogatásával kialakítottunk egy olyan infrastruktúrát, ami le-
het vé tette a vizsgálatok elvégezhet ségét és biztosítani tudja kutatásaink fenntart-
hatóságát is. Kutatási eredményeinket m köd  alkalmazásokban használjuk beleértve 
egy automatikus klinikai sz r rendszert, nagy mennyiség  adatok ábrázolására képes 
génböngész t, 3D kollaborációs keretrendszert új – például könyvtári – tartalommal 
és képfeldolgozó algoritmusok egy online kiértékel  szolgáltatását. 

Munkánkat számos más egységgel együttm ködve végeztük, amit vagy az adott 
téma, vagy közös pályázatok el készítése motivált. Eredményeink hasznosítójaként 
említhetünk számos klinikai területet mint szemészet, b rgyógyászat, belgyógyászat, 
genomika és más tudományterületet mint biológia, biofizika, matematika. Az 
alprojekt a nemzetközi együttm ködések kiépítésében igen aktív volt, beleértve nem-
zetközi konferenciákon való szekciók szervezését és FP7/H2020 tevékenységeket, 
melyekhez sikeres pályázat is köthet .  

Az alprojekt a vállalt monitoring mutatóit biztosan teljesítette, melyek közül ki-
emelhet  a publikációk igen magas száma, egy nyertes FP7 pályázat, továbbá egy nagy 
mennyiség  adat gy jtéséhez kapcsolható szabadalom benyújtása. Az elvégzett szak-
mai munka min ségét jelzi, hogy egy publikációnk elnyerte a Debreceni Egyetem 
2014. évi publikációs díját, az alprojekt által az IEEE CogInfoCom 2013 konferencián 
szervezett szekció „legjobb track” díjat kapott, valamint az alprojekt több tagja egyéni 
kutatói díjat/ösztöndíjat nyert (Kemény János Díj, Szentágothai János Tapasztalt 
Kutatói Ösztöndíj, Magyary Zoltán Posztdoktori Ösztöndíj, Jedlik Ányos Doktorjelölt 
Ösztöndíjak, Apáczai Csere János Doktoranduszi Ösztöndíjak). A pályázat ideje alatt 
sikeres PhD fokozatszerzés is történt a kutatási témákhoz köthet en.   

 

 Subproject 4: 

Personalised Content Management
Sub-Project Leader: András Hajdu

With the co-operation of the Faculty of Informatics of the University of De-
brecen (DE IK), the Inter-University Centre for Telecommunications and In-
formatics (ETIK) and the Budapest University of Technology and Economics 
(BME) the sub-project “Personalised content management” had the aim to find 
solutions to the tasks that we shall meet in the Internet of the future, first of 
all the storing and processing Big Data. The different themes of the sub-project 
were naturally linked together by the activities necessary for data-mining, data, 
query, data protection, effective data processing and visualisation. A special 
emphasis was put on the management of 3D content and the study of its col-
laborative and user-friendly recognisability. During our research we were using 
data deriving from several sources including image and genetic data and library 
content.
By the support of the FIRST we were able to develop an infrastructure which 
enabled us to do the examinations which ensures the sustainability of our re-
searches. We use our results in functioning applications, including an automat-
ic clinical screening system, a genome browser which is capable of representing 
Big Data, a 3D collaborative framework with a new content, e.g. library content 
and with online evaluation service of image processing algorithms. 
We were accomplishing our work co-operating with several other teams, which 
was motivated by the given subject or the preparation of the joint proposals. We 
can mention as the beneficiaries of our results plenty of clinical fields like oph-
thalmology, dermatology, internal medicine and genomics, and other scientific 
fields like biology, biophysics and mathematics. The sub-project was utmost 
active in building international co-operations, including organising sections at 
international conferences and FP7/H2020 activities, amongst them a success-
ful proposal.
As for the monitoring indicators, the sub-project fulfilled steadily the require-
ments, the outstandingly high number of publications, a successful FP7 pro-
posal and an application for a patent connected to colleting Big Data are worth 
mentioning. The quality of the expert work can be characterised by the facts 

that one of our publication was granted the Publication Award of the University 
Debrecen in the year 2014, the section organised by the sub-project at the IEEE 
CogInfoCom 2013 Conference was awarded the “Best Track Prize”, further-
more, several members of the sub-projects received individual research award 
or a research scholar grant (János Kemény Grant, János Szentágothai Senior 
Researcher Scholarship, Zoltán Magyary Postdoctoral Grant, Ányos Jedlik Pre-
doctoral Scholarship, János Apáczai Csere Grant for Doctoral Students). Dur-
ing this time one of our students obtained a PhD degree with a theme connected 
to the research topics. 

4.1. Customizable and efficient processing of Big Data 
Leader: András Hajdu 

As originally planned, the theme was about problems requiring solution with 
large time complexity, which practically cannot be solved without the assist-
ance of up-to date informatics infrastructure because of the quantity of the Big 
Data to be processed or the complexity of the chosen model. Accordingly, a dis-
tributed grid-based environment capable of effective processing of Big Data and 
a Hadoop system with an HBase database manager were developed. We proved 
the efficiency of the Hadoop environment by appropriate Map-Reduce-based 
implementation of algorithms already used on other platforms in tasks of bioin-
formatics dealing with the definition of species on the basis of DNA signature.
The need for large time complexity was justified in our research by the prob-
lems caused by Big Data and large time complexity was also needed because we 
used fusion techniques to some task solutions. This approach is based on the ex-
perience that we will be able to take a more accurate decision about a question 
which has arisen if we combine the outputs of the algorithms. As the demo ap-
plications of the sub-project are about solutions requiring image processing and 
aiming at automatic clinical screening, so in our case we had to solve problem of 
the effective combining the outputs of image processing algorithms. We man-
aged to develop a method by the spatial generalisation of voting systems both 
for independent algorithms and for algorithms showing similar characteristics 
of function [1]. We extended the use of the classical diversity indices, so that the 
dependency can be examined. 
In the sub-project’s demo application of automatic screening the complica-
tion of diabetes the fusion method was proven outstandingly useful, so this is 
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the leading approach now at an international on-lien competition. Besides the 
fusion method, we developed several individual algorithms with special aims 
(see, e.g. [2]). Sorting the suitable member algorithms to our fusion systems is 
assisted by stochastic search algorithms, which are run in a grid-environment 
developed for the aims of the sub-project. This process is essentially an auto-
matic generation of application. We made this complex application more accu-
rate by defining the optimal adjustments of the system [3] as the adjustments 
belonging to best individual behaviour differ from the optimal adjustments at 
system level. We validated the prototype of our automatic screening system on 
clinically annotated data, which led to competitive results compared with re-
sults in the relevant literature [4].
During our researches we also managed to combine the joint usability of infor-
mation deriving from image data and genomic data by methods based on ma-
chine learning and classification. Namely, beyond processing images taken of 
patients during clinical screening applications, we involved specific proteomic 
biomarkers in the decision-making process. We defined the relevant character-
istics and the effective graders also on our system developed for large calculation 
performance. The importance of our approach is that we were able to develop a 
decision protocol based on non-invasive modalities for the scientific field [5].
Besides our researches described above we were dealing with processing videos 
in large quantity. The aim was the automatic quantitative characterisation of 
the cells’ form. We designed an on-line system which automatically evaluates 
the output of algorithms to assist the method used in our clinical screening ap-
plications, which is meant to support testing made on public data-base. Because 
of the local clinical needs we started to operate a system used for browsing an-
notated genomic data. As an innovative element we integrated a component in 
the application of the genomic browser suitable for the visualisation of genomic 
Big Data. Defining the geometric models connected to this research is a serious 
tsk in the future. Taking into consideration the paradigm change in our society 
that people do their business more and more on-line, we examined how the sys-
tems that we had developed can accumulate the spread of use of mobile devices. 
We can collect data about our physical conditions by using sensors attached 
to cellular phones and we can forward these data to be processed to portals or 
server page applications. This method of application is supported by our proto-
types and beside these we created a distributed processing system consisting of 
cell phones to implement simpler processes.
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4.2. Collaborative data mining framework
Leader: András Lukács

One of the most common requirements for a distributed data mining task per-
formed on data sets of several parties is privacy, i.e. each participant’s original 
data set should be hidden from the other parties during the calculations. This 
intuitively formulated confidentiality requirement can be made more specific 
by mathematical models. One of the most important privacy preserving mod-
els is the Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC), where the necessary calcula-
tions are carried out on encoded data. The information used for calculations or 
aggregation between the parties is hidden. Our results belong to this model of 
privacy preserving data mining.
During the project a framework for smooth implementation of algorithms under 
the SMC model has been developed. This tool also provides an environment for 
tests. It helps to use multiple data sources. An important feature of this frame-
work is the extensive usage of modules during the improvements of distributed 
algorithms (eg. messaging, management of the parties). The framework also fits 
real life, industrial applications. 
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Moreover privacy preserving algorithms were implemented and improved for 
several important data mining tasks. For an improved privacy preserving k-
means clustering algorithm a new exploits of geometrical arrangements of the 
data points is used. Our speed-up of the privacy preserving k-means clustering 
algorithm is based on the geometrical observation that it is not necessary to cal-
culate all distances between cluster centres and the data points to determine 
the nearest neighbouring centres from each data if we know the geometric re-
lations among the cluster centres. In this case the distances between the clus-
ter centres can be applied in triangle inequalities to avoid large number of data 
points versus cluster centre distance computation. Important part of this result 
was to solve the reduced calculations in the SMC model based on the above con-
siderations [1].
A different approach was used to improve privacy preserving k-NN and k-means 
algorithms with a better implementation of the nearest neighbour routine used 
in these algorithms. The reduction is based on random projections of the data 
vectors, reducing their dimensions. Since the calculation of the original dis-
tances in lower dimensions are faster, but also less accurate we measured the 
trade-off between the number of dimensions and the accuracy of the distances. 
As a further result, the basic data mining algorithm, the Apriori frequent item-
set mining in SMC model was accelerated by developing a new method based 
on the partition trick. The effectiveness of several versions of this method was 
demonstrated on different transactional databases [2].
During the study of privacy preserving algorithms we investigated and devel-
oped algorithms for networks, graphs given by distributed edge sets treated 
separately by the parties. To support this work on graph algorithms a special 
running environment was created. On one hand a variety of data sources can 
be processed this way, on the other hand it supports the testing and measuring 
of algorithms in the SMC model. Applicable data sources may be produced by 
using databases or can be generated on the basis of models. The compute-inten-
sive graph routines were implemented in C ++ while simple data processing - 
typically building on former results - can be created in Python, thereby increas-
ing the flexibility of the environment. The final implementation contains basic 
subroutines as examples for modules.
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4.3. User interface for multimodal human-machine interaction
Leader: Attila Fazekas

Nowadays, the role of information systems has increased significantly. Data 
stored in / served by these systems attracts more and more attention, so the de-
sign of appropriate user interface keeps being in focus in research / develop-
ment, which influences the usability of the systems in positive direction.
Multimodal technologies provide significant opportunity to highlight up-to-
date “access” known from human communication in the field of interaction be-
tween the user and information systems 
The following research / development were carried out in the frame of this topic 
regarding the components of the above mentioned system:
•	 The	development	in	the	field	of	gesture	control	resulted	a	technology	which	

supposes low-cost hardware (Microsoft Xbox 360 Kinect senzor) and its im-
plementation, which can replace the mouse without restriction while focus-
ing on the hand gestures. The right fingertips detection is of fundamental role 
in the realization of the control. To enhance this, an algorithm was developed 
to eliminate the deficiency of the technics discussed in the professional lit-
erature. An efficiency of 95-98% is achieved, which was proved by testing it 
using gesture databases recognized by professionals. [1]

•	 The	demand	of	completing	the	multimodal	communication	implied	research	
/ development in the field of facial gesture recognition. The results make it 
possible to determine the look direction (including the head movement as 
well), which can be applied both to direct the system and to recognize the 
activity. [2]

•	 It	was	an	important	aspect	of	our	multimodal	human-machine	communica-
tion system that it has a human-like output channel usage supported by a vir-
tual avatar/ talking head. Among our objectives determined for the realiza-
tion, there was a development of technology, which makes the photorealistic 
visualization based on models generated from existing persons possible. The 
theoretical background of issues like this is based on the generalized Szabo-
theorem.  [3]
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•	 The	avatar	developed	in	the	frame	of	this	project	uses	graphical	representa-
tion based on WebGL, and can be displayed in arbitrary web browsers with-
out any obligation to set up additional plug-in. The speech facility of the ava-
tar is implemented with the up-to-date platform independent open source 
software called TTS which can be supported from server-side as well ena-
bling the effective handling the issues requiring much computation.  [4]

•	 VirCA	system	was	in	focus	in	the	project,	like	an	already	existing	collabora-
tive environment which facilitates the user to get the information he is inter-
ested in. Thus, a visual language were designed which promotes the integra-
tion of the modules. Although it served only demonstrative goals, a modul 
dealing with medical imagery got to integrate into VirCa. [5]
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4.4. Searching and disseminating digital library contents   
Leaders: Mária Csernoch and Attila Gilányi

An important part of our investigations was related to three-dimensional visu-
alization. Our representations were based on the Virtual Collaboration Arena 
(VirCA) developed by the Cognitive Informatics Research Group of the Compu-

ter and Automation Research Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
Related to this topic, we implemented a three-dimensional model of a virtual 
library created by exploiting the capabilities of VirCA. Based on the classifica-
tion system elaborated by Callimachus we focus on the field of old Greek poetry 
and drama in the 3rd century BC, and select some illustrious ancient authors 
and texts for the content of a virtual library (cf. [1]). In order that the presented 
content should be appropriately searchable we attach certain (verbal or multi-
media) metadata to the English translation of the selected ancient Greek texts 
and using them to form a well-searchable spatial hypertext system. We achieved 
our objective and implemented the elaborated model with a PhP/MySQL-based 
development. This model is presented in the VirCA system and certain compo-
nents of the model are available on HTML interface. Further improvement of 
the model means that library contents stored in the database can be directly dis-
played on the web by using a Java Applet (Hypergraph) and an XSL style sheet. 
Among the possibilities of further improvement primarily we analyse how we 
can present additional three dimensional contents on the web search interface 
in an interactive way and integrate them into our developed system.
With an eye on the significance of the dissemination of scientific research re-
sults and based on the idea of open access philosophy, we performed a thorough 
examination of the homepages of large Visegrad-country universities, wonder-
ing 1) to what extent the library-built repository of a given institution is acces-
sible and searchable in English; 2) how the predominance of national languages, 
as opposed to English, makes searchability and “visibility” difficult. Based on 
the assessment and comparative study of 28 university homepages, guided by 
the above principles and with the help of the VirCA system, we constructed a 3D 
“visibility model”, whose virtual “rooms” are the university homepages of the in-
dividual countries. The essence of our proposal is that the DEA repository, built 
by the National and University Library of the University of Debrecen, could 
serve as a hub for this model. The model itself would aim at a greater degree of 
effectiveness in the dissemination of Visegrád-Four scientific results (that is, a 
better searchability of those databases), through a VirCA-based linking of the 
university repositories of the four countries in a single 3D space [3], [4].
Based on VirCA, we also developed a three-dimensional virtual system which 
visualizes some rooms of the University of Debrecen and makes the most cher-
ished and carefully guarded treasures of the Collection of Rare and Early Print-
ed Books of the University and National Library of the University of Debrecen 
virtually available [5].  Our general aim related to these investigations is to make 
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places (ancient buildings, monuments, etc.), that are not accessible for the pub-
lic, virtually available.
As another direction of these studies, our aim was to develop a smart on-line 
virtual library with intelligent services in VirCA. We outlined the structure and 
the functions of an intelligent personal library called Ruza Breto that can detect 
the searches of its users, can make behavior patterns from the input data, and 
based on the results, it can suggest other relevant documents from libraries and 
from other reliable on-line repositories. 
We examined the ways library catalogues are used in a university environment. 
We analyzed the log files of libraries to get appropriate data and give suggestion 
for a system (LibSearchNet) that can analyze semantically the contents of log 
files and gain data for making pattern of user behavior [2]. We gave suggestion 
for log file standardization to store and get necessary data for making the search 
of LibSearchNet more effective.
During the research project we studied the social influences of the Internet. 
Among others investigated the differences between the ages, qualification and 
genders in the field of reception’s skill and capability of the digital competency, 
mainly focused on internet usage. Furthermore, we also examined if during the 
usage of applications, capacities on internet it is possible to determine specific 
national attitudes and in which applications they will have been noticed.
Besides the investigations above, in a joint research with Péter Baranyi we 
outlined the scope and goals of a new branch of cognitive infocommunica-
tions, which considers any combination of artificial and natural cognitive capa-
bilities relevant to mathematics. This new field is referred to as mathability.
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4.5. Semantic multimedia content retrieval
Leader: Gábor Szűcs

In the research of multimedia search algorithms we have analysed the available 
search methods, applications, after that new ideas have been outlined, and we 
have developed the most promising ideas. Different search services have been 
investigated, some of them can be used in mobile platform to search mobile 
applications. We have given large emphasis on images among the multimedia 
types, and we have implemented an image browsing system. Besides the brows-
ing, the search was the main topic of our research, especially the investigation 
of the search result list. We have worked out a method for clustering the search 
results; additionally improvement of classification methods was the aim of our 
work. We have used sophisticated classification method for the solution of im-
age-based plant identification (international) challenge.
In multimedia retrieval research area we have implemented an image ranking 
solution, where the system orders the unknown images from relevance and di-
versity viewpoints. The possibilities of using visual and textual information are 
investigated to improve the ranking of photos about famous places, and we have 
elaborated improved textual, visual features, and combination of them. Our re-
sults have indicated that this combination is better than the original two solu-
tions. At the comparison with a known image search Web system it can be con-
cluded that the results of our solution exceeds the Flickr results by using search 
result clustering and reordering.
A semantic image search system is developed, in which the end user can search 
by combination of names of more objects. State-of-the-art image processing, 
information extraction and machine learning methods were used for semantic 
analysis before searching. We have constructed more algorithms for combined 
image search, and we have focused on queries dealing with two and three ob-
jects.
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An image browsing system is developed, which is easier and more transparent 
solution for the problem of browsing the huge amount of images, and where only 
visual information is available for users and computers as well. Large image set 
is structured in albums and the idea was to select the most representative im-
age from each album in each level of hierarchy, and then the next upper level 
in the hierarchy consists of these representative images. Selection of the most 
representative image is based on semantic features, which helps end users in 
browsing process [1].
There are many different search services, and some of them can be used in mo-
bile platform to find appropriate mobile applications. This recent topic, the 
search in mobile platform is also analysed in our research [2].
Search results clustering, which clusters returned documents, is the most pre-
ferred approach for re-organizing search results. Many parameters influence 
the inner mechanism of the well-known clustering algorithms, but an average 
user is not able to set these parameters accordingly. We have solved this prob-
lem by an iterative method based on the user feedback. In our solution some 
questions are generated for the user in order to offer the most appropriate re-
sult selected from the possible ones. We have developed a complex clustering 
algorithm, which automatically optimizes the parameter values based on the 
user answers. Our method calculates some possible results, which are probably 
one of the best results from the user’s point of view. The main purpose of apply-
ing the user feedback is to give possibility to interact the search results and to 
achieve a better topic understanding about the given query [3].
A good classification method is important to produce accurate answer list for 
the users’ query in the search, because this can help in ranking the answer set. 
Decision tree as classifier could be used for classification tasks, but Random 
Forest possessing more decision trees is more accurate. Further development 
of Random Forest was also a part of the research [4].
The image-based plant identification challenge was focused on tree, herbs and 
ferns species identification based on different types of images. The aim of the 
task was to produce relevant species for each observation of a plant of the test 
dataset. We have elaborated a viewpoints combined classification method for 
this challenge. We have applied dense SIFT for feature detection and descrip-
tion; and Gaussian Mixture Model based Fisher vector was calculated to repre-
sent an image with high-level descriptor. At classification the chosen classifier 
was the C-support vector classification algorithm with RBF kernel, in which we 
have optimized two hyperparameters by a grid search with two-dimensional 

grid. We have constructed a combined classifier using the weighted average of 
reliability values of classifier at each viewpoint. The results show that our com-
bined method exceeds our best classifier among the list of classifiers construct-
ed for different viewpoints [5].
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4.6. 3D Internet and media content 
Leader: Péter Baranyi

Goals of the subproject are promoted by the volunteer effort of BME as a cata-
lytic background support providing the required technical and methodology re-
lated knowledge to the VirCA-based component development.
Within the subtask, a substantial descriptor structure and the corresponding 
design methodology has been developed that makes possible the representation 
the library and Information science-related content in the collaborative space 
of the VirCA framework [1-2].
The activity of the consortium resulted in additional significant advances in 
the theoretical and practical realization of virtual reality-based applications of 
complex information processing systems such as medical image processing [3]. 
The key point of the proposed method, that the already existing discrete image 
processing software components with special tasks and the internally definable 
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dataflow are organized in a unified structure, which allows for the manipulation 
of the processing workflow and the monitoring of the results.
The results and the underlying research and development process has been 
continuously supported by the workshop series that were held for the contribu-
tors of the 4th subproject. There were three events, in which the installation 
and the basic operations, content generation and VR space building and finally, 
the software development for the VirCA framework has been covered.
At BME a virtual wall has been installed, which allows for the testing and evalu-
ation of basic algorithms related the 3D working environments. With the help 
of the device, the initial solutions has been delivered for testing the operation of 
everyday functionalities in 3D VR workspaces. Additionally the 3D reconstruc-
tion algorithms were overviewed which are usable for identification of real ob-
jects while the position and orientation of them can be tracked in real-time.
Significant progress were performed in the direction of a framework that pro-
vide input for the 3D content development based on a reference video database. 
In order to transform the video frames into 3D data an automatic annotation 
solution has been designed and developed as a stable software implementa-
tion. Based on the optical streams and the stereo camera records, various open 
source implementations of depth detection algorithms have been compared, 
separately investigated different combinations of the feature point extraction 
and feature point pairing. The results were evaluated via manual annotation of 
the records.
During the overall project, a continuous support were provided to the research-
ers and developers worjing with the VirCA platform. This activity has generated 
a very useful feedback loop, and as a result the 0.2.763 version of VirCA has been 
released [4- 5].
Besides the numerous small advances, the most significant added feature is the 
native support for the popular Oculus Rift head mounted immersive VR dis-
play.
All the results of the subproject have been demonstrated on International sci-
entific forum (4th IEEE International Conference on Cognitive Infocommuni-
cations, CogInfoCom 2013) in the course of an online operating demo with the 
remote participation of multiple universities and research labs.
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 Subproject 5: 

Internet of Things
Subproject Leader: Zoltán Gál 

The subjects of this subproject are in concordance with the R&D&I targets of 
the DG Connect (European Commission Directorate General for Communica-
tions Networks, Content & Technology) and with the development goals of the 
IERC cluster financed by the European Union. Because the Internet of Things 
represents significant part from the Future Internet, based on the limited hu-
man resources of the FIRST project only a subset of the Internet of Things re-
search topic was possible to cover. 
In the first subject integration possibilities of the objects into the Internet were 
analysed. Fundamental question is set by the seamless integration of several 
hundred billion objects into the IPv4 or IPv6 network. IPv4 utilizes shorter ad-
dress format but for the usage requires NAT function. IPv6 has enough address-
es to assign but the longer address format use more energy from the batteries 
of the wireless controllers and sensors. We analysed routing problems applied 
for multipath transmission, the effect of this to robustness of the packet arrival 
to the destination and the delay aspects introduced. We studied the effect of 
interference produced by different wireless technologies (WiFi, ZigBee, Blue-
tooth) working in the same frequency band. Based on this experience complex 
model was developed to determine the effect of noise distributed in space and 
time using measured noise values in several discrete points of the 4D space. We 
developed solution based on wavelets to create data clusters from the state data 
collected by sensor network. Usage aspects of sensor networks for transmitting 
bilateral commands were analysed, as well. 
In subject two cyber physical problems were revealed. This Cyber-Physical Sys-
tem consists of a large number of embedded computing devices, with high speed 
interconnection among them through the Internet. Very diverse and complicat-
ed tasks can be solved based on the information which is collected on a distrib-
uted way. Our aim was to develop a universal system rather than a dedicated 
one. The applications developed by different users run on embedded devices, 
with high level of virtualization in order to provide portable code. For computa-
tionally very intensive tasks own method was developed to delegate jobs to the 
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5. alprojekt:

Tárgyak Internete 
Alprojektvezet : Dr. Gál Zoltán  

Az alprojekt kutatási témakörei összhangban vannak az Európai Bizottság által létre-
hozott GD Connect (European Commission Directorate General for Communications 
Networks, Content & Technology), valamint az Európai Unió IoT Klaszter szervezete 
(IERC) által meghatározott és támogatott K+F+I irányokkal. Mivel az IoT témakör 
jelent s részét képezi a Jöv  Internetének, így a FIRST/IoT alprojekt keretében létez  
korlátos humán er forrás miatt viszonylag nagy, de a Tárgyak Internete kutatási terü-
letnek csak részhalmaza tudott sorra kerülni.  

Az els  téma keretében a tárgyak Internetbe integrálási lehet ségeit vizsgáltuk. 
Lényeges és alapvet  kérdésként fogalmazódik meg a több milliárd szenzor az IPv4, 
illetve IPv6 hálózatba való integrálásának varratmentes kivitelezése. Az IPv4 rövidebb 
címformátumot használ, de használta NAT funkcióval lehetséges. Az IPv6 esetében 
b ségesen létezik kiosztható egyedi cím, de a hosszabb formátum nagyobb energiát 
igényel a véges energiaforrással rendelkez  vezetéknélküli kontrollerek és szenzorok 
részér l. Az IPv4/IPv6 környezetben alkalmazható többutas csomagküldés biztonsá-
gosságát, kommunikációra irányuló késleltetési hatását, valamint az alternatív útvo-
nalak kiválasztásának routing problémáját vizsgáltuk egy erre a célra kifejlesztett 
szoftver rendszerrel. A vezetéknélküli kommunikáció rádiós csatornájának viselkedé-
sét WiFi, ZigBee, Bluetooth és egyéb technológiák együttes hatása esetén elemeztük, 
és modellt alkottunk a fizikai térben és id ben elosztott zajok diszkrét pontokban tör-
tén  mérése alapján tetsz leges pontban e hatásnak a prognosztizálására vonatkozó-
an. A szenzor hálózattal mintavételezett állapotinformációk klaszterezésére wavelet 
módszeren alapuló megoldást dolgoztunk ki. Ugyancsak itt került sorra a szenzor há-
lózatok kétoldalú teleoperációban történ  használhatóságának elemzése is. 

 A második téma keretében a kiberfizikai problémák feltárása és elemzése volt a f  
irány.  A beágyazott rendszerek szokásos célorientált alkalmazásától eltér en egy uni-
verzális, beágyazott rendszerek farmját terveztük meg, ahol minden csomópont kü-
lönböz  szenzorokon és beavatkozókon keresztül más-más információval és a környe-
zet befolyásolási lehet ségével rendelkezik. Mivel a feladatok dinamikusan keletkez-
nek, ennek megfelel en a beágyazott csomópontokon a feladatok kiosztása is dinami-
kusan történik. Magas szint  virtualizációt valósítottunk meg mind a hardver, mind a 
szoftver, mind a szenzor információ tekintetében. A nagy számítású igény  taszk ese-
tén adott részfeladatokat privát vagy kereskedelmi felh be delegáltuk. A számítási 
er források kihasználtságát folyamatos monitorozását valósítottuk meg az egyenletes 
terheléselosztás érdekében dinamikus újraallokáció segítségével. 

traditional cloud. Tasks developed by many users are dynamically allocated and 
reallocated among embedded processors in runtime.
In subject three context dependent behaviour (physical coordinates of a given 
device, state of the battery, signal intensity and ID reception of the WiFi and 3G 
microcells, data from accelerometer and light detector) was analysed in the IoT 
communication topic. We encoded context parameters in Bloom filters, consid-
ered a resource-efficient and easy-to-process solution to handle set operations. 
We described the idea of this context-aware addressing solution, and then an-
alysed its efficiency through simulations. Another aspect of our research was 
therefore to provide a solution for filtering out these parameters based on the 
Hierarchical Temporal Memory approach (HTM). 
In subject four we oriented to develop technologies for independent daily life 
assistance of elderly or sick persons and to improve the quality of human life us-
ing IoT techniques. We have developed an assistive assembly with three major 
components: smart and assistive environment; human activity/health moni-
toring and recognition system; and assistive/telepresence robot, together with 
assistive Android applications. Software method was implemented for indoor 
localization of the IoT objects. We have developed several modules for vital pa-
rameters monitoring (temperature, heart rate, acceleration). We designed and 
simulated in Matlab the recognition system for arm posture, body postures and 
simple activities, like standing, sitting, walking, running, etc.
In subject five statistical post-processing of ensemble forecasts was analysed, 
provided by the ECMWF leading organization and the Hungarian Meteorologi-
cal Service (HMS). We tested the existing BMA models on ALADIN-HUNEPS 
ensemble forecasts of wind speed and temperature. We also developed a new 
BMA model for wind speed prediction and a bivariate BMA model for joint cali-
bration of these data. A new EMOS model for wind speed prediction was also 
developed and tested. We also performed a detailed comparison of BMA and 
EMOS calibration of ALADIN-HUNEPS temperature and wind speed fore-
casts. We investigated optimal design problems of spatial Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
processes, characterizations of bispectra of non-Gaussian homogeneous and 
isotropic random fields, predictions of spatio-temporal processes and estima-
tion of the spectra of spherical random fields.
The subject six is a research and development work for sharp usage of the re-
sults as services in the Hungarian academic education and research network 
environment. The services, having been developed and being operated by the 
NIIF Institute, are available also for the Future Internet research communities, 
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and are extended to novel opportunities such as providing Virtual Research En-
vironment (VRE) platforms and supporting Virtual Research Organizations 
(VRO) by making applications VO ready. As an e-Infrastructure service is the 
developped Shibboleth 2.x IdP X.509/LDAP authentication module. Applica-
tion of a two-factor authentication module for simpleSAMLphp in the feder-
ated virtual networking environment and in the testbed system has been devel-
oped, in order to achieve increased security by pairing a time-based token with 
other credentials, such as a username and a password. 
The subproject organized an international workshop with title „Advances in 
Wireless Sensor Networks” in 2013 and another workshop on the subproject 
level in 2014. Twenty seven seminars were organized during the two years sub-
project execution time where the research activity was demonstrated online for 
the public. More than 70 papers were published by the subproject. Two students 
granted scholarship in the National Excellence Program. Ten researchers were 
invited from Romanian universities and other three persons from Ukraine and 
United Kingdom.

5.1. Integrating the IoT with IPv4/v6 solutions
Leader: Zoltán Gál, Béla Almási

The integration of the IoT with the IPv4/v6 systems opens questions on the ef-
ficient bandwidth usage of the available multiple interfaces (e.g. WiFi, 3G, Blue-
tooth) of the hosts. This question appears more significantly on moving hosts 
(e.g. cars or other vehicles). The traditional IP communication infrastructure is 
restricted to a single IP address (and single interface) usage on the communica-
tion endpoints. Thus, the moving car may lost its communication session e.g. 
when leaving the WiFi cell. L3 roaming solution, or other kind of special solu-
tion (e.g. MPTCP) is necessary to keep the connection alive. The traditional L3 
roaming solution suffers from the efficiency problem of “triangular inequality”. 
A quite new solution could be established by using more than one interface in 
the same communication session. 
In the FIRST IoT subproject a software library was developed (named as “MPT 
software library), which opens the possibility of using multiple interfaces (and 
multiple paths) inside a communication session between the endpoints. The 
individual paths can be turned off and on without losing the connection. The 
MPT introduces a new conceptual working mechanism, which differentiates 

the identification of the communication session (i.e. the socket id) and the iden-
tification of the physical interfaces. The solution is based on creating a logical 
(tunnel) interface on the endpoint. 
The logical interface is used to identify the node’s communication sessions, and 
it is independent of the physical interfaces. The MPT software library maps 
the logical interface to multiple physical interfaces dynamically, so offering a 
L3 multipath working environment. Measurement results show, that the MPT 
library is able to aggregate the throughput of independent paths very efficiently 
(see [1]), even in the case of stream transmission (see [2]). As the logical inter-
face and the physical interfaces are handled independently, it is also possible 
to use different IP versions on the logical interface (i.e. by the communication 
software) and in the physical network environment (see [3]), so the MPT library 
also offers a seamless IP version changing solution. 
Analysis of the noise and the interference of the WiFi technology was executed 
based on data measured from a production system in university environment 
with 170 access points [4]. As an extension of this model was developed sto-
chastic model for systems distributed in space and time and application of it in 
the description of radio channel noise characteristics in WiFi system with high 
number of base stations running as sensor nodes. The new kriging method is 
useful applicable to continuous extrapolation of the signal field intensity in 4D 
physical coordinates (space-time domains) not sampled by the discrete sensor 
nodes. 
Clustering method was developed for information extraction from sensor net-
work data sets and application for characterization of the resource usage of a 
supercomputer system [5]. This method based on cluster analysis and wave-
lets reduces by one order of magnitude the number of variables sampled and 
the amount of data and presaged surprise events at the CEP (Complex Event 
Processing) and ESP (Event Stream Processing) supported services based on 
huge number of logical and physical sensor nodes. The comparison of SGE and 
Slurm job schedulers made possible to enhance the Hungarian academic HPC 
system. The same clusterization method was applied for the state data sampled 
from the Hungarian WAN router network, as well. Network traffic load patterns 
were identified on the same network based on SAX (Symbolic Aggregate ap-
proXimation) representation. 
Because the significant importance of the ZigBee technology in IoT services 
comprehesive summary was created about the IEEE 802.15.4 standard and 
the know-how generated here was applied at the new Wireless Sensor Labora-
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tory created for the Faculty of Informatics, University of Debrecen. The IEEE 
802.15.4 wireless communication technic was used to transmit high frequency, 
periodic signals for bilateral teleoperation [6].  The characteristics of the closed 
loop control were analysed in sensor network with mixed traffics. 
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5.2. Cyber-Physical Systems 
Leader: Tamás Dabóczi

Within the frame of this project we envisioned a special case of Internet of 
Things. This Cyber-Physical System consists of a large number of embedded 
computing devices, with high speed interconnection among them through the 

Internet. The embedded devices (nodes) are connected to the physical world 
through sensors and actuators. On that way very diverse and complicated tasks 
can be solved based on the information which is collected on a distributed way.
Our aim was to develop a universal system rather than a dedicated one. The 
cyber physical infrastructure serves as a universal computing farm and infor-
mation provider about physical processes [1]. Many different users can develop 
applications for this universal infrastructure, very much like using a cloud, but 
with the extra feature to utilize knowledge about the real physical world. The 
applications run on embedded devices, with high level of virtualization in order 
to provide portable code [2]. In the case of computationally very intensive tasks 
there is a possibility to delegate certain jobs to traditional cloud [3]. Informa-
tion collected from the world is semantically enriched and stored in databases 
using ontology. Tasks developed by many users are dynamically allocated and 
reallocated among embedded processors in runtime [4], [5].
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5.3. Context-aware communication in the Internet of Things 
Leader: Rolland Vida

The 128-bit IPv6 addresses provide a huge address space for the IoT. However, 
the more relevant question is how can we use those addresses, how large will 
grow the routing tables, or how fast and efficient can be the routing and commu-
nication protocols. In the IoT we will very rarely use the individual IPv6 address 
of a sensor, we will rather target a group of smart “things” having in common 
some context-related characteristics. Thus, we proposed to use a context-aware 
addressing and routing scheme, in which the network routes the queries to the 
proper place(s) based on a set of context parameters, but without knowing the 
IP addresses of the concerned objects.
We encoded context parameters in Bloom filters, considered a resource-effi-
cient and easy-to-process solution to handle set operations. IoT nodes will be 
grouped in smaller areas behind several edge nodes connecting them to the 
Internet. The devices behind an edge will build and maintain a multi-hop tree 
over which context information in Bloom-filters can be exchanged and aggre-
gated. When a context-based query is initiated, it will be rapidly routed to areas 
where IoT nodes exist, conforming to the requested context. First we described 
the idea of this context-aware addressing solution [1], and then analysed its ef-
ficiency through simulations [2]. 
However, context-information can be very complex, involving temporal and spa-
tial correlations between context parameters. Capturing the evolution of these 
parameters is important, but usually only a reduced set of them really affect the 
behaviour of a device, application or person. Another aspect of our research was 
therefore to provide a solution for filtering out these parameters based on the 
Hierarchical Temporal Memory approach (HTM), as described in [3].
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5.4. ICT tools for smart homes and assisted living for elders
Leader: István Oniga

Our research was oriented to develop technologies for independent daily life as-
sistance of elderly or sick persons and to improve the quality of human life using 
Internet of things (IoT) techniques [1].
We have developed an assistive assembly with three major components: 1) A 
smart and assistive environment that allows environmental parameters moni-
toring and control, and also indoor localization using the wireless sensor net-
work and Wi-Fi infrastructure; 2) A human activity/health monitoring and 
recognition system; 3) An assistive/telepresence robot, together with assistive 
Android applications.
In the direction of indoor localization we have developed a method and the soft-
ware which implements the method [2]. For activity and health state recogni-
tion we developed several modules for vital parameters monitoring (tempera-
ture, heart rate, acceleration) [3, 4]. The acquired data is used to train neural 
network that allows recognition of activity or health status of the patient and 
trigger alert signal in case of unusual state detection. We designed and simulat-
ed in Matlab the recognition system for arm posture, body postures and simple 
activities, like standing, sitting, walking, running, etc. The recognition rate of 
the body postures was over 99 % on the data sets used for training [4]. We used 
FFT transform to determine the stepping rate in walking and running activities 
as the most dominating frequency in the acceleration signal’s spectrum [5]. We 
also implemented and tested a real time recognition system using Raspberry Pi 
mini-computer.
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5.5. Weather prediction systems and analysis 
Leader: Sándor Baran

The main direction of our research is statistical post-processing of ensemble 
forecasts which is a pioneering work in Hungary. Recently several meteorologi-
cal services provide ensemble forecasts, the leading organization is the ECMWF, 
while the Hungarian Meteorological Service (HMS) operates the ALADIN-
HUNEPS ensemble prediction system. However, the spread of these forecast 
ensembles is often too small, they are uncalibrated and statistical methods are 
needed to account for this deficiency. The most popular tools of post-processing 
are the Bayesian model averaging (BMA) and the ensemble model output statis-
tics (EMOS). 
As a first step we tested the existing BMA models on ALADIN-HUNEPS en-
semble forecasts of wind speed [1] and temperature [2]. We found that statis-
tical post-processing significantly improves the calibration of probabilistic 
and accuracy of point forecasts. We also developed a new BMA model for wind 
speed prediction [3] and a bivariate BMA model [4] for joint calibration of en-
semble forecasts of wind speed and temperature. Both methods were tested on 
ALADIN-HUNEPS ensemble forecasts and on forecasts of the University of 
Washington Mesoscale Ensemble (UWME) and they outperform the existing 
methods. A new EMOS model for wind speed prediction was also developed 
and tested on wind speed forecasts of the UWME and of the ECMWF and ALA-
DIN-HUNEPS ensemble prediction systems. Besides these new models we also 

performed a detailed comparison of BMA and EMOS calibration of ALADIN-
HUNEPS temperature and wind speed forecasts. 
In order to include also the spatial interactions into the models one has to get 
a good overview of the statistics of random fields.  We investigated optimal de-
sign problems of spatial Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes, characterizations of 
bispectra of non-Gaussian homogeneous and isotropic random fields [5], pre-
dictions of spatio-temporal processes and estimation of the spectra of spherical 
random fields.
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5.6. Virtual service platforms and testbeds
Leader: István Farkas

More than 25 years of continuous development in the research networking area 
and later in the areas of those higher level e-Infrastructure services as grids, 
clouds, HPC, storage, collaboration and data infrastructures, have resulted in 
a leading edge e-Infrastructure system in Hungary that offers the provision of 
national and international services for the entire Hungarian research and edu-
cation as well as public collection communities. The service portfolio includes, 
among others, communication, information access, and collaboration tools and 
platforms (e.g. remote co-operation and virtual community environments). The 
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country-wide Hungarian e-Infrastructure is connected into the European and 
global e-Infrastructures via GÉANT, the European backbone of the research 
and education community.
The services, having been developed and being operated by the NIIF Insti-
tute, are available also for the Future Internet research communities, and are 
extended to novel opportunities such as providing Virtual Research Environ-
ment (VRE) platforms and supporting Virtual Research Organizations (VRO) 
by making applications VO ready. An important special example of the major 
activities related to the e-Infrastructure is the development of a Shibboleth 2.x 
IdP X.509/LDAP authentication module. The basic motivation is to provide the 
opportunity of using hardware tokens as authentication source. SPs can decide 
if they want to force the X.509 authentication, or intend to simply keep a pass-
word based solution. Besides Shibboleth X.509 authentication (with or without 
PKI), also X.509 + LDAP certificate authentication and combining X.509 with 
username/password authentication are also possible options.
Based on GÉANT, also a specific, reconfigurable testbed operating in a feder-
ated virtual networking environment is provided by NIIFI, and its European 
partners, to the R&D community. The Hungarian segment of the testbed in-
frastructure is built on the high speed network of NIIFI and, together with its 
international connections, it is also available for supporting Future Internet re-
search activities. Application of a two-factor authentication module for simple-
SAMLphp in the federated virtual networking environment and in the testbed 
system has been developed, in order to achieve increased security by pairing a 
time-based token with other credentials, such as a username and a password. 
SimpleSAMLphp is used as a SAML2 Single-Sign-on solution based on php. 
Google Authenticator implements time-based one-time password (TOTP) se-
curity tokens from RFC6238 in mobile apps made by Google. The Authenticator 
provides a six digit one-time password users must provide in addition to their 
username and password to log into Google services. The Authenticator can also 
generate codes for third party applications, such as password managers or file 
hosting services.

 Subproject 6: 

Future Internet
Social Applications

Subproject Leader: Gábor Fehér

The goal of the 6. subproject is to research and implement crowdsourcing and 
crowdsensing based smart city applications and services. The implemented 
prototypes are the results of the integration work among the three topics in this 
subproject. In topic 6.1 we planned and developed an open platform that is tai-
lored to mobile based social applications and services based on crowdsourcing 
and crowdsensing. We have investigated the XMPP protocol, which is built on 
the publish/subscribe paradigm. In the given environment, the chosen protocol 
is found to be efficient both in terms of functionality and performance. Later 
we extended the platform with new functions beyond the XMPP capabilities. 
In the 6.2 topic we investigated the data management and knowledge discov-
ery required to construct Future Internet social services. The research group 
analysed numerous data warehouse and analytic approaches. Many new algo-
rithms were implemented and tested in real environment as well. The 6.3 topic 
integrates the results of 6.1 and 6.2 topics. Here we developed Future Internet 
social application prototypes. Several research groups contributed to this topic 
and as a result, we covered a wide range of smart city services and applications. 
The prototype works cover the following areas: public transportation, smart 
citizen avatar, smart campus, indoor WiFi positioning, real-time event detec-
tion on social networks.
This subproject was carried out as a joint work of ETIK, DE and SZTAKI re-
search groups. The results of the individual groups were shared on internal 
workshops organized during the subproject’s lifetime. On these events all mem-
bers could meet and present their piece of work. The subproject organized an 
external workshop on the International Conference and Exhibition on Future 
RFID Technologies event. On the workshop we invited keynote presentations 
from companies leading the Hungarian Smart City developments and re-
search.
During the subproject the research groups published several publications in 
journals and on scientific conferences. The most important ones are presented 
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6. alprojekt:

Jöv  Internet közösségi alkalmazások 
Alprojektvezet : Dr. Fehér Gábor  

A 6. alprojekt célja a közösségi érzékelésen (crowdsourcing és crowdsensing) alapuló 
intelligens város alkalmazások kutatása és fejlesztése. Az egyes alprojekt témák integ-
rációjából prototípus alkalmazások készülnek. Az alprojekt 3 tématerületet ölelt fel. A 
6.1 témán belül egy nyitott platform készült, mely alkalmas a mobil-alapú közösségi 
észlelésen alapuló szolgáltatások kiszolgálására. A munka során megvizsgáltuk a pub-
likálás/feliratkozás (publish/subscribe) paradigmára épül  XMPP protokollt és meg-
állapítottuk, hogy mind funkcionálisan, mind teljesítményben jól alkalmazkodik a 
platform elvárásaihoz. A továbbiakban megvizsgáltuk azokat a funkciókat is, amelye-
ket az XMPP nem fed le, és ezekre is megoldásokat ajánlottunk. A 6.2 téma esetében 
az intelligens város szolgáltatások felépítéséhez szükséges adatmenedzsmenttel és 
tudásfeltárással foglalkoztunk. A kutatócsoport számos adattárház és analitikai meg-
oldást vizsgált meg, nem csak elméletben, hanem új algoritmusokat implementálva a 
gyakorlatban is. A 6.1 és 6.2 témák eredményeit integráltuk a 6.3 téma kutatásaiba és 
fejlesztéseibe. A 6.3 téma intelligens város prototípus alkalmazás fejlesztéseket valósí-
tott meg. A témán több kutatócsoport is dolgozott, így az intelligens város szolgáltatá-
sok és alkalmazások széles skáláját fedtük le. Az elkészült alkalmazások és szolgáltatá-
sok az alábbi területekhez kapcsolódnak: tömegközlekedést segít  alkalmazás, intelli-
gens polgári avatár, intelligens kampusz szolgáltatások, beltéri WiFi tájékozódás, va-
lós idej  esemény detektálás közösségi portálok segítségével. 

Az alprojekt munkájában az ETIK, DE és a SZTAKI kutatócsoportjai m ködtek 
együtt. A közös munkavégzés eredményeit, bels  körben az alprojekt id tartama alatt 
rendezett workshopokon is ismertettük, mellyel el segítettük, hogy az alprojekt ösz-
szes résztvev je találkozhasson. Az alprojekt 2014. novemberében saját workshopot 
rendezett az International Conference and Exhibition on Future RFID Technologies 
rendezvény keretében. Az workshopra több a magyar SmartCity kutatásban és fejlesz-
tésben érdekelt nagyvállalattól is el adót fogadtunk. 

A kutatócsoport számos publikációt jelentetett meg folyóiratban és tudományos 
konferenciákon, ezek közül a legjelent sebbeket a kiadványban is felt ntettük az 
egyes témák után. Az alprojektben Dr. Farkas Károly témavezet  munkája hozzájárult 
a Bolyai János Kutatási Ösztöndíjjal támogatott kutatásaihoz. 
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here, after the description of each topic. The work of Dr. Farkas, a topic leader 
in the subproject, also contributed to his researches under the Bolyai János Re-
search Fellowship of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.

6.1. Open Application Platform for Smartphone Based Crowdsensing
Leader: Csaba Lukovszki

Within the confines of the theme we investigated the applicability of a crowd-
sensing framework. The main task of such a framework is to distribute and 
transport the information provided by sensors. The task is rather special in a 
couple of ways. First, there are a large number of sensors and users, thus we 
have to handle a large amount of data. It is essential to provide support for cur-
rent popular devices (smartphones, integrated sensors, personal computers, 
etc.). Second, we have to make an effort to provide customizable and extendable 
data representation as the amount and format of the data can be changed in the 
future.
The aggregation and utilization of the data, and the publication of the outcome 
of data processing are an important aspect, as well. Sensor information can have 
a formal meaning (i.e. temperature, presence) or can have an informal meaning 
(magnetic field) passing by the framework and they can be reprocessed a cou-
ple of times. Nevertheless, the users require high-level services because that is 
the main motivation to use the whole system. The aggregation and distribution 
of data can happen in the well-known publish-and-subscribe way, which uses 
channels to collect subscriptions and forward messages from publishers to sub-
scribers.
Additionally the framework shall be able to integrate newly joined sensors eas-
ily as this provides a way to collect more and more data to execute finer data 
analysis and offer more exact inference.
To do the job we started two threads: on the one hand we inspected a couple 
of existing solutions and on the other hand we implemented our own low-level 
framework. The most notable solution we inspected thoroughly is the XMPP 
(eXtensible Messaging and Presence Protocol) protocol.
The biggest benefit of the XMPP framework is that it runs on a number of plat-
forms, it executes on Linux, Windows, iOS and Android as well. The XMPP con-
sists of one or more server (node) entities, which the clients connect to with 
the help of a (optionally crypted) presistent connection. To identify the clients 

and servers the XMPP uses DNS (Domain Name Service) domains and the cli-
ents can send messages directly over servers by forwarding. XMPP supports the 
publish-subscribe model as well, however, it is only a draft extension, which is 
not supported so widely as XMPP itself. Furthermore XMPP is pretty scalable 
and the data representation is robust and flexible thanks to the XML (eXtensi-
ble Markup Language) language.
As an application layer above XMPP we investigated the BuddyCloud solution, 
which provides a couple of method for integration and accessibility. Through 
the inspection we recognized that BuddyCloud makes the scalability deterio-
rate opposite to XMPP. The scalability analyses of XMPP confirmed that it is 
able to fulfill our needs to create a scalable crowdsensing framework.
Additionally to XMPP we refined the publish-subscribe model of XMPP and we 
created a channel management framework to Android platform by using the aS-
mack application programming interface.
In the case of our own framework we created a closed but extensible and scal-
able framework to serve the crowdsensing network. The most important aspect 
of designing such a framework was that the framework must be simple, efficient 
and scalable. Also, we put an effort on creating an unambiguous and flexible data 
representation. The result of the design is a three-layered framework which 
consists of nodes and client entities. The client and node communicate on TLS 
(Transport Layer Security) channels, authentication is made by SASL (Simple 
Authentication and Security Layer) and the E2E layer provides the direct cli-
ent-client message exchange.
The data representation uses the state-of-the-art Apache Thrift technology 
that makes the data structure unambiguous and flexible. The actual coding on 
the channel can be customized as the function of performance and overhead. 
Apache Thrift has two notable advantages: we can send huge amount of data 
with little overhead and we can write and publish standardized data structures.
The nodes of the framework are optimized to very fast message exchange and 
switching by the so-called “epoll” technology combined with the efficiency of 
the C++ language. The nodes are capable of providing publish-subscribe func-
tions as well.
The client of the framework can be implemented on a numerous platforms, so 
we created client libraries for Linux, Android and Windows. The client librar-
ies are able to provide services on Java platform or create synchronous or asyn-
chronous service requests.
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The scalability and performance of the framework were inspected in a number 
of configurations with different hardware and software combinations. The 
results show that the framework is able to comply with the requirements of a 
crowdsensing framework.
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6.2. Data Management and Knowledge Discovery for Smart City Appli-
cations

Leader: Márton Ispány

The research group, working on Task 6.2, investigated and implemented data 
warehouse and analytic solutions supporting crowdsourcing and crowdsens-
ing. The research work were organized into three main topics: the development 
of the smart campus, the development of analytic models for smart city appli-
cations and finally the transportation and mobility studies. Within this Task, 
in correspondence with the integration effort of the subproject, we considered 
the use cases of the smart campus, smart public transportation and smart sup-
porter applications from Task 6.3.
Within the Smart Campus research work we developed smart administration 
tools. We created an intelligent calendar for university and a crowdsourcing 
based system to evaluate seminar works and test cases. The description of the 
system’s architecture is presented in [1]. The smart campus application is avail-
able under the www.smartcampus.hu address. This page is advertised with an 
online questionnaire, where the evaluation of the questions are based on crowd-
sourcing as well. This latter one is supported by an Android Smart Campus ap-
plication. The application collects the sensor data of the smartphone (localiza-
tion using GPS, WiFi and mobile base stations, temperature, magnetic fields, 
acceleration, humidity, gyroscope) as well. The bias, which presents due to the 

unreliable sensors, is corrected using an analytic model. The investigations in 
the Smart Campus topic was extended with the research work of Smart Stu-
dents. Here we applied the Computer Algorithmic and Debugging (CAAD) met-
acognitive approach. With this approach, the creation of textual documents are 
nothing more than defining, implementing and testing an algorithm.
We have evaluated numerous analytic, statistic and data mining models. Most 
of them were significantly different from the each other. We studied branching 
or periodically changing counting processes in order to develop statistic models 
for counting passengers, clients and students. Besides the theoretical investiga-
tions, such as described in [4], we fitted models into the simulated and real data. 
In the analytic layer it is essential to analyse the social network relations. For 
this purpose we used the big graph mining. Such graphs are often analysed with 
graph evolution models. In [3] and other publications we have proven that using 
preference association models, counting with 4 vertices interaction we still get 
scale-free networks. We continued our studies considering N vertices random 
graph mechanisms. We succeeded in the description of the asymptotic behav-
iour of a fix vertex’s weight and degree and the maximal weight and degree. An 
other tool to analyse social connections is the clustering of big graphs. We ap-
plied the spectral clustering method in a complex environment using multiple 
views. We created prototype implementations using Matlab. The tests using 
the density-based OPTICS clustering algorithm is presented in [5]. In the field 
of anomaly detection algorithms we investigated the feasibility of data mining 
with rare itemsets and rare rules. We extended the Apriori algorithm, which is 
the most well-known pattern searching algorithm for frequent itemsets. With 
our extension it possible to use Apriori on rare data as well. The algorithm was 
implemented in Java.
For the transportation analytics it is critical to give fast forecast with large vol-
ume mobility data. The algorithms handling the data processing are playing an 
important role. We have tested distributed algorithms and infrastructures using 
the D4D Challenge data source. To increase the size of the data source we added 
some noise to it. Instead of describing the users’ accurate positions and move-
ments, for which the data was not detailed enough, we examined global patterns 
on user level (home, workplace, daily routes) and public transport level (daily 
routes). The key metrics are the error of the short term forecast (5 min to 1 hour) 
and the long term forecast (daily or weekly) of the location and density of indi-
vidual users on a given area. Creating a computing cluster from old servers, we 
were able to process ten thousands of records on-line. The results are published 
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in [2]. These results shows how to create real time mobility forecasts efficiently 
in big cities. Furthermore we developed a visual dashboard application, which 
could serve as a base to support emergency services, car sharing and traffic opti-
mization, thus helps to protect natural resources.
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6.3. Smart City Applications
Leader: Károly Farkas

Task 6.3 is devoted for the design and development of use case smart city appli-
cations, where more research groups work on different fields. We have designed 
and implemented a crowdsensing based public transportation information sys-
tem utilizing mobile phones. The communication of the system works on the 
XMPP protocol [1]. Later, this system was extended with a client side visualiza-
tion application to display the relevant information [2]. Connected to the public 
transportation application, a research work was presented surveying the up to 
date and widely available public transportation information storage solutions, 
measurement techniques, statistical methods and mathematical models. The 
research report describes the best known DATEX2 data protocol, together with 

available European wide on-line data sources. We studied the mathematical 
modelling of transportation networks in the view of smart cities’ traffic related 
problems. Furthermore, we investigated and reported a noise pollution fore-
casting solution.
Connecting to the smart citizen avatar vision, the smart football fans concept 
was extended. With the contribution of other supporter groups, the current re-
lease of the Quantum Consciousness Soccer Simulator (QCSS) now offer the 
creation of own supporter agents. The QCSS mobile client was extended with a 
simple XMPP protocol implementation. This was tested locally in a LAN envi-
ronment, and in a real scenario at the Nagyerdei stadium of Debrecen. We have 
designed the XML formats and schemes for the distributed supporter avatar 
system. Moreover the YANonymous system was designed and implemented. 
This application investigates the reproducibility of private, social information 
from anonymous connection graphs. [3] The YANonymous system supports po-
litical party preferences also.
A project report was presented about the indoor wireless positioning tech-
niques. As a case study, we have designed and implemented an indoor position-
ing and navigation system for an underground car park [4]. In this system the 
positioning is performed with the help of WiFi reference points. The navigation 
is running on Android smartphones and began automatically as the car enters 
to the car park. Along with this work, we have worked out a simulator, which is 
capable of wireless sensor localization comparison. This WSASimulator sup-
ports the evaluation of cooperating mobile base stations as well.
In the smart campus environment, we designed and implemented a social course 
time schedule application for Android platform. The timetable application is 
capable of importing the users’ timetable from the widely known NEPTUN sys-
tem and storing, displaying it locally. Connecting to smarty city social applica-
tions, in a project report we gave details how to acquire the requested data in the 
two most popular social application: Twitter and Facebook. Moreover we gave 
recommendation on how to use these data sources in smart city applications. 
We created a prototype that uses the tweets of the Twitter application in order 
to detect events in real time [5]. Later on this was further developed with new 
descriptors and a simple graphical interface.
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 Subproject 7: 

Developing curricula
Subproject Leader: Márton Ispány 

The subproject 7 implemented in the FIRST project has been devoted to devel-
op curricula and a Future Internet training program. The knowledge of students 
who finish this program will be adapted to the challenges of the 21st century and 
the labor market requirements. The courses of this program provide students 
with international terms, competitive knowledge and skills when they enter to 
the labor market. The transfer of Future Internet research results into educa-
tion is a brand new training direction. When the project started, in our country, 
there was no such a training program. As a result of the project a course on Fu-
ture Internet has been accredited, first at the University of Debrecen, Faculty 
of Informatics, later at the Budapest University of Technology and Economics. 
This course started first time in the 2014 spring semester in the framework of 
MSc degree programs of University of Debrecen, Faculty of Informatics. The 
course had recorded more than 20 students who have passed on their exam.
The training program and its courses went through in several design phases. 
First, such subjects were concretized in the subproject of Future Internet, 
which could enable to educate in an MSc program. It was made by leaders of 
subproject who discussed their subjects with their colleagues. Then, the sylla-
bus of teaching materials designed in the application was reviewed and reor-
ganized, taking into account the latest achievements in the field of Future In-
ternet research. Afterwards, the curriculum development methodology and its 
technical details were clarified during a series of meetings. Then, the authors 
have made the final commitment in the scope and content of their courses. After 
these steps, we signed the contracts on developing curricula. We finalized the 
technical format of teaching materials, which was deployed to the authors. The 
authors developed their presentations using a unified template which contains 
at least 240 slides and sometimes supplemented with exercises.
In the framework of the subproject the following training materials have been 
developed:

György Vaszil: Unconventional computational models based on chemical 1. 
principles;
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7. alprojekt:

Tananyagfejlesztés 
Alprojektvezet : Dr. Ispány Márton  

Az alprojektben megvalósított tananyagfejlesztésnek és a kapcsolódó kidolgozásra 
került Jöv  Internet képzési programnak az volt az általános célja, hogy a keretében 
elsajátítható tudás igazodjon a 21. század kihívásaihoz, a munkaer -piaci elvárások-
hoz és ezzel a végzett hallgatók nemzetközi összehasonlításban is versenyképes tudás 
és kompetencia birtokában léphessenek be a munkaer -piacra. A Jöv  Internet kuta-
tás eredményeinek oktatásba történ  átvitele egy teljesen új képzési irányt jelent. A 
pályázat indulásakor hazánkban ilyen irányú képzési program nem volt. A pályázat 
eredményeként akkreditálásra került, el ször a Debreceni Egyetem Informatikai Ka-
rán, majd a Budapesti M szaki és Gazdaságtudományi Egyetemen a Jöv  Internete 
tantárgy. Ez a tantárgy választható tárgyként szerepelt a 2014-es év tavaszi félévében 
a DEIK MSc szakjain. A tárgyat több mint 20 hallgató vette fel, akik sikeres vizsgát 
tettek bel le. 

A képzési program és tantárgyainak kialakítása több lépcs ben történt. El ször 
azon témaköröket konkretizáltuk a Future Internet pályázat alprojektjeiben, amelyek 
alkalmasak lehetnek arra, hogy MSc képzés keretében oktassuk ket. Ez az alprojekt-
vezet k segítségével történt, akik az általuk vezetett témakörökben egyeztettek a kol-
légáikkal. Ezután áttekintettük és aktualizáltuk a pályázatban tervezett tananyagok 
tematikáját figyelembe véve a Jöv  Internet kutatások területén elért legfrissebb 
eredményeket. Szakmai megbeszéléseken tisztáztuk a tananyagfejlesztés módszerta-
nát és technikai részleteit. Megkezd dött, illetve a korábbi negyedévekben elvégzett 
kutatómunkához kapcsolódóan folytatódott a szakterületi irodalomgy jtés és egyes 
tananyag szövegek, vázlatok elkészítése. Majd a szerz k megtették a végleges vállalá-
saikat a tananyagok terjedelmével és szakmai összetételével kapcsolatosan. Ezután 
megkötöttük a szerz déseket. Kialakítottuk a tananyagok egységes technikai formá-
tumát, melyet a szerz k rendelkezésére bocsátottunk. A szerz k egységes megjelené-
s , legalább 240 oldalt tartalmazó, el adás-fóliákat fejlesztettek ki, melyeket eseten-
ként gyakorlati segédanyaggal egészítettek ki. 

Az alprojektben az alábbi tananyagok kerültek kidolgozásra: 

1. Vaszil György: Kémiai nem-hagyományos számítási modellek; 
2. Sztrik János: Új módszerek a Jöv  Internet modellezésében; 
3. Orosz Péter: Új módszerek és eszközök infokommunikációs hálózatok forgal-

mának vizsgálatához; 
4. Hajdu András: Nagy adathalmazok elosztott feldolgozása; 
5. Buchmann Attila: Vezeték-nélküli szenzor hálózatok; 
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János Sztrik: New methods for modeling of the Future Internet;2. 
Péter Orosz: New methods and tools for analyzing traffic of infocommunica-3. 
tion networks;
András Hajdu: Distributed computing for Big Data;4. 
Attila Buchmann: Wireless sensor networks;5. 
Béla Almási: Performance evaluation of Multipath Communication Sys-6. 
tems;
László Bokor: Mobility management in IPv6-based Future Mobile Internet 7. 
architectures;
Lajos Kollár, László Szathmáry: Future Internet community applications;8. 
András Kruppa: Quantum computers.9. 

The Future Internet training program covers the main subjects of the Future 
Internet topic, from theory to applications. Parts of the syllabus are the current 
limitations of the Internet, future Internet extensions, models, mobility, scal-
ability, quality and safety, adequately manageable network architectures and 
protocols, data management and content-centric solutions, services, platforms, 
and several applications for the communities in human-machine and machine-
machine relationships supplemented with the social impacts.

 Subproject 8: 

Future Internet Research
Coordination Center

Subproject Leader: Péter Bakonyi

The Future Internet Research Coordination Centre (FIRCC) has been estab-
lished in January 2013, in the frame of the FIRST project, as the 8th subproject. 
The founders of the Research Coordination Centre are the University of Debre-
cen (UD), the Budapest University of Technology and Economics (BME), the 
Inter-University Centre for Telecommunications and Informatics (ETIK), the 
National Information Infrastructure Institute (NIIF) and the Institute for Nu-
clear Research of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (ATOMKI). The basic 
role and function of the FIRCC is to co-ordinate the Future Internet research 
activity in Hungary and to promote the international cooperation in this field, 
particularly strengthen the participation of Hungarian researchers in EU pro-
grams, like Horizon 2020 in the coming years. The FIRCC is planning to organ-
ize workshops, conferences to demonstrate the results of the Hungarian re-
search activity in the field of Future Internet.
The two years of operation can be summarized as follows:

Management activities:
•	 Establishment	of	the	organizational	units.	
•	 Regular	meetings	of	director	and	the	head	of	units.	
•	 The	planned	subproject	meetings	were	held.	
•	 Web	development	and	maintenance
•	 A	brochure	of	FIRCC	was	made	in	English	and	Hungarian	languages.
•	 Managing	the	normal	operation.
•	 Regularly	organizing	Future	Internet	National	Technology	Platform	work-

shops

Deployment of Future Internet National Research Program 
The Future Internet National Research Programme (JINKA) has been initi-
ated by the FIRCC and the Future Internet National Technology Platform (FI 
NTP) in March 2013, and organised by the FIRCC. The National Research Pro-
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8. alprojekt:

Jöv  Internet Kutatáskoordinációs Központ 
Alprojektvezet : Dr. Bakonyi Péter  

A Debreceni Egyetem Informatikai Kar (DE IK) TÁMOP 4.2.2/C-11/1/KONV-2012-
0001, mint vezet  konzorciumi partner által koordinált pályázat eredményeként a 
FIRST (Future Internet Research, Services and Technology) projekt keretében, mint 
8. alprojekt létrejött 2013 elején a Jöv  Internet Kutatáskoordinációs Központ 
(FIRCC). A FIRCC alapvet  feladata Magyarország számára a Jöv  Internet (Future 
Internet) témakörhöz kapcsolódó országos kutatások és kutatási projektek összefogá-
sa, koordinálása, eredményeik terjesztésének és továbbfejlesztésének el segítése, to-
vábbá a nemzetközi kapcsolatok b vítése, az eredményes részvétel támogatása a 
Horizon 2020-ban. 

A FIRCC 2013. január 1-én megkezdte m ködését, elindította a tervezett tevékeny-
ségeket. Létrejöttek a tervezett szervezeti egységek. Kinevezésre kerültek a szervezeti 
egységek vezet i. Az alprojekt ülések megtartásra kerültek.  Elkészült a FIRCC-et be-
mutató magyar és angol nyelv  kiadvány, valamint a FIRCC webes megjelenítése és 
arculati kézikönyve.  

A FIRCC 2013 év elején elindított tevékenységének súlypontja a Nemzeti Kutatási 
Program elindítása és a nemzetközi tevékenység felfuttatása volt. 

A Jöv  Internet Nemzeti Kutatási Program 

A FIRCC alapfeladata a hazai Jöv  Internet kutatás koordinációja, amely feladatot 
sikerrel oldott meg a Jöv  Internet Nemzeti Kutatási Program elindítása és m ködte-
tése révén. 

A Jöv  Internet Nemzeti Kutatási Program/Akcióprogram (JINKA) a Jöv  Inter-
net Nemzeti Technológiai Platform (FI NTP) és a FIRCC kezdeményezésére jött létre 
2013 márciusában. A Program kezdeti listája (JINKA 1.0) a FIRST kutatási program-
jára épült, összesen 29 témát foglalt magába. A Program azóta folyamatosan kiegé-
szült más kutatási pályázatokban nyertes jöv  internet témakör  kutatási témákkal és 
a Programhoz csatlakozók témajavaslataival (JINKA 1.1…1.4, 2.0). A JINKA 2.1 már 
hazai jöv  internet kutatások szinte teljes gy jteményének volt tekinthet , a JINKA 
2.3 a 2014. szeptember végi állapotot tükrözi.   

A Programhoz eddig 35 szervezet (6 alapító, 21 rendes, 8 pártoló tag) csatlakozott, 
közöttük 11 egyetem, 1 f iskola, 9 vállalat, illetve vállalkozás, 5 kutatóintézet, illetve 
kutatóhely, de a tagok között szerepel az Országos Széchényi Könyvtár, a Nemzeti 
Média és Hírközlési Hatóság, a Hírközlési és Informatikai Tudományos Egyesület és a 
Magyar IPv6 Fórum is. 
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gramme was based on the research programme of FIRST (JINKA1.0) and it was 
completed by all the research themes which are proposed by the participants of 
the National Programme (JINKA 1.1., 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 2.0, 2.1, 2.1, 2.2.). Recently the 
Future Internet National Research Programme (JINKA 2.3) has 35 participat-
ing institutions and 138 registered research themes. It can be considered as a 
total coverage of the Hungarian research activities in this field. 
The basic objectives of the Programme is to integrate all R&D&I activities in 
Hungary in the field of Future Internet and to support those activities which 
are in line with EU programmes and has an influence for the technological, eco-
nomic and social developments in Hungary. In the frame of the program we in-
tend to:
•	 co-ordinate	and	support	 the	ongoing	research	and	 innovation	activities	 in	

Hungary,
•	 to	initiate	new	research	directions,
•	 to	search	for	synergies,
•	 to	 strengthen	 the	 Hungarian	 participation	 of	 international	 research	 pro-

grammes especially in Horizon 2020,
•	 to	support	the	co-operation	among	academic-university	institutions,
•	 to	support	the	co-operation	with	the	business	sphere,	and
•	 to	promote	the	Internet	Science	and	Engineering	in	Hungary.
The registered research themes are clustered into nine chapters and each chap-
ter contains 5-7 ranges of themes. The research chapters are the followings (in 
bracket the number of registered research themes and number of ranges):
1. Internet basic research (18, 7)
2. Future Internet modelling, analysis and design (9, 6)
3. Future Internet network architectures (13, 7)
4. Data and content technologies (21, 5)
5. 3D Internet and cognitive infocommunications (15, 5)
6. Internet of Things (11, 5)
7. Cyber-physical systems and applications (16, 5)
8. Future Internet community applications (22, 7)
9. Experimentation, standardization, regulation (13, 5).    
Research results of the Programme were summarized in FIRCC Report 2014, 
financed by the FIRST project, edited by P. Bakonyi and Gy. Sallai, published 
in September 2014, in English (128 pages) and in Hungarian (180 pages). The 
FIRCC Report presents the results of 83 research themes, selected from JINKA 
2.1.  FIRCC Report is also accessible at the FIRCC web site. 

We initiated and organized the First Hungarian Future Internet Conference, in 
the frame of Innotrends, at 17 October 2014.  The Conference provided a broad 
overview on the trends of the Internet technology, the emerging opportunities, 
the domestic research teams in the field and their research results. The Confer-
ence paid attention to the achievements of the FIRST project and reviewed the 
FIRCC Report. 

Organizing conferences and workshops:
•	 EU	initiated	workshop	in	Budapest	 in	the	frame	of	IEEE	ICC	Conference,	

titled “Building an Eco-System for Delivering Innovative Future Internet 
Services” (June, 2013)

•	 In	the	frame	of	IEEE	CogInfoCom	conference,	a	one	day	workshop	was	or-
ganized titled: „ Workshop on Future Internet Science and Engineering” (6 
December 2013). Hungarian and Foreign lecturers took part in the work-
shop 

•	 First	Hungarian	Future	Internet	Conference.	Innotrends,	Budapest,	17	Oc-
tober 2014.

International activity: Inter alia we participated on:
Future Internet Assembly and Forum in Dublin, 8-10 May 2013, organized by 	
EU and presentation was held entitled “Future Internet Research Projects in 
Hungary”; 
Future Internet PPP workshop on „Building an Eco-System for Delivering 	
Innovative Future Internet Services and Applications” in Budapest, 13 June 
2013, and presentation was delivered entitled „The FIRST Project and the 
Future Internet National Research Programme”;
Internet of Things (IERC) cluster meeting, announcement of our joining in-	
tent. 
Participation in the IEEE ICC Conference in Budapest, 9-13 June, 2013	
Participation in the Workshop on Probabilistic and Statistical Techniques 	
for Cosmological Applications, Rome, 04-08 June, 2013
Participation in the IERC Cluster meeting in Helsinki, 16-20, June, 2013	
Presentation in the EU FI-PPP Conference in Poznan, 18-19 September, 	
2013
Participation in the EU ICT 2013 Conference on Horizon 2020 – 2014/2015 	
call for tenders in Vilnius, December, 2013. 
Participation in the Future Internet Assembly Conference, Athens, 18-20 	
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March 2014.
Participation in the First European Future Internet Conference, 2014. Brus-	
sels.
Participation in the 3	 rd IEEE International Cloud Networking Conference 
(CloudNet 2014) in Luxembourg.
Participation and plenary talk on the First International Conference on Fu-	
ture RFID Technologies (FutureRFID) in Eger, 6- 7 November 2014. 

Educational activity:
•	 Development	 of	 the	 Future	 Internet	 course,	 jointly	 presented	 by	 UD	 and	

BME.

Indicators:
•	 All	indicators	have	been	performed.
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